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Plans For Friday’s Parade
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you must remove Its mother •••
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“Grandfather Smith”
An Oregon Woman Wants
Information Concerning
Her Ancestors

Yjlldden,

Going

SWEEPING REPUBLICAN GAINS

T

10

Harold J. Glidden who recently
received notice of his promotion as
manager of the Armour plant in
Calais, was last night tendered ft
farewell banquet at the New Hotel
Rockland. Among the 24 present
were ten of the company's Belfast
customers.
Harold E. Jackson, manager of the
Rockland plant, acted as toastmas
ter and presented Mr. Glidden with
a traveling bag. After partaking of
the nice supper furnished by Pro
prietor Donohue it seemed rather
risky to pull off bowling stunts, but
the Armourites had the Park Street
Ailey franchise for three hours, and
the score sheets showed some nice
"Aggers.”
Mr. Glidden has been a resident
of Fulton street during his 18 years'
connection with the concern, and as
a citizen will be greatly missed.
He is succeeded as assistant man
ager of the local plant by Raymond
Flagg, another of its capable em
ployes.

Salem. Oregon, Nov. 4
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I am trying to flnd the first name
of my grandfather Smith of Maine,
whose wife was a Bates. She died
May 27, 1868. and was buried on the |
36th at Camden.
j
Grandfather Smith was a sea cap
tain and was deceased at the time j
of my grandmother's death.
Any information you may be able
to give me on this subject will be
greatly appreciated.
Mrs. Ed McCarty.
740 Breys Avenue.
I The death above referred to did
not appear in the columns of the
Rockland Gazette, and it is hoped
that some of the older readers may
be able to supply the desired infor Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
mation. If so please communica'e
The Pythian Sisters of Knox
with The Courier-Gazette —Ed.]
Temple, Camden, would like to learn
-----------------i who Thelma Scribner is and where
• He who dies pays alldebts; but ] she may be located. At the “Haryou had better not let the devil sign vest Home"' held Oct 27. by the
the receipts. ,
Pythians, a quilt was awarded one
------ —------- rf
j Thelma Scribner and she cannot be
Turkey ShooTsuqdaySto-. 13 at I found. She is asked to get in touch
Lcthrop's Farm, oije > mile above with Mrs. Golda W. Hall. 5 Brandt
Mirror Lake Huntfrie rifles and > street, Camden
shot guns O. K., but no telescopes
-----------------Love is blind, but marriage is an
or target sights. SjSWisoi,E. D.
, eye-opener.
Rifle Club.—adv.

WE WANTERKNOW!

THE VINAL HAVEN'S “LAST MILE"

Annexed 11 Governors, Eight (or more) U. S. As this paper went to press steamI er Vinal Haven, dean of the fleet of
Senators and 79 Representatives
‘ the Vinal Haven & Rockland Steam-

pany placed their apparatus aboard (
and pumped until it became hazard
ous to stay. All attempts failed
however, and the falling tide soon
allowed the waterlogged steamer to
slide off the piling and settle to the
Did you ever see a $10,000 <hat?
harbor bottom.
It's worth more than its weight hi
The Vinal Haven, better known as gold. Why? Because this particu
lar panama hat contains the signa
ture of more than 250 celebrities.
Just a few of the names which dot
| the surface are Will Rogers, Ru
dolph Valentino, former President
Calvin Coolidge, William Howard
Taft, Clark Gable, Jack Dempsey,
and Gene Tunney. The (hat be
longs to the Bailey Hat Company
of Los Angeles, who has tt insured
for ten grand.

tice Day parade have been complet
ed and the participating organiza
, boat Co., lay at her berth at Tillson
tions are to form on Limerock street
wharf entirely submerged except for
opposite the American Legion hail
Republican gains in every broad made him a Presidential prospect, pilot house and stack.
at 10 a. m. Friday, rain or shine.
At 4.30 this morning Patrolman
section of the land—except the according to general opinion.
Col. Ralph W. Brown will act as
Massachusetts
shifted,
too.
elect

Neil
S. Packard noticed the ship
South—fired the expectations of
grand marshal, and his chief of staff
ing Leverett Saltonstall. Republican,
will be Captain Chester Stater. The party leaders for a successful 1940 to the governorship and defeating
aids are: Adjutant, Lieut. Warren presidential campaign and brought James M. Curley, veteran Demo
C. Feyler,, 2d Battalion 240th C.AC., predictions of e substantial oppo cratic campaigner, who was trying
Chief Bugler, Michael Ristaino; sition to New Deal measures in for a political comeback.
Past Department Commander (A.L.) Congress.
Pennsylvania went Republican,
Basil H. Stinson; Past Department
For Tuesday’s balloting added 11 after four years of Democratic rule.
Commander (A.L.) Hector G. Sta Republicans to the roster hf the Judge Arthur H. James. Republican,
ples: Past Department Commander nation's governors, increased the seized the gubernatorial position,
(V.F.W.) Oliver Hamlin.
party's membership in the House beating Charles Alvin Jones, Dem
In line will be the following or  j by more than 70 end gave it a.t least ocrat. Gov. George H. Earle. Dem
ganizations:
j eight additional votes in the Senate. ocrat. lost to Senator James J. Da
Rockland City Band
| But even these victories did not vis. Republican, in a contest for the
Former Rockland people return
Battery E, 240th CA.C.
| completely measure tthe extent t f Senate.
ing to this city after tan absence of
Massed Colors
the Republican advance. In sev
California, too. was a focal point
only a few years mark the decided
G.A.R. and United Spanish War
eral major contests which the Re for general interest. There the
improvement which has been made
Veterans
publicans lost, their party dis-1 Democrats were successful. Culbert
by business concerns along Main
Winslow-Holbrook Post. No. I,
played much more strength than ln L. Olson. Democrat, ousted Gov
street. It has been my privilege in
American Legion
recent years.
ernor Frdnk F. Merriam, and Sher keeled at an unusual angle and in "Old Faithful," was built in 1892 in the last five years to visit hundreds
Huntley-Hill Post. Veterans of
Against the Republican triumphs, idan Downey, Democrat, won a vestigation showed her port guard Searsport, and sailed directly into of cities and towns n the Northeast
.
ui» .u the great steamboat war that fea- ern part of the country, and I find
Foreign Wars
there were offsets. One of these place in the Senate over Phillip ,hung up on a .broken
piling of the
7
I tured Vinal Haven and Rockland very few municipalities of Rock
G.A.R. Auxiliary
was a narrow Democratic victory Bancroft, Republican. Olson is
wharf, the falling tide dropping her , hJstory Qf
d#y ghc
100 fwt
United Spanish War Auxiliary
in the all important State of New I pledged to grant a pardon to Tom
land’s size which can boast as fine
starboard
rail
under
water.
She
was
i
ong
16
[
eet
w
ide,
o
f
186
gross
tons
American Legion Auxiliary
York, which retained Herbert H.j Mooney, labor leader and famed ina looking Main street.
and powered by a 135 horsepower
Veterans of Foreign War Auxiliary Lehman, Democrat, in the gov-; mate of San Quentin prison. filling rapidly at the time.
The Coast Guard responded to engine. She was burned at her
Sons of the American Legion
ernor's chair.
I Downey was an early backer of the
It would appear from Tuesday's
Boy Scouts
In addition the Democrats took "$30 ever Thursday" pension plan..emergency call and General Agent < wharf at Vinal Haven, rebuilt and election results that Maine and
Rockland Fire Department
California, which has had a Re This plan, on the ballot as a con Stinson rallied his forces. Heavy 1 later lengthened. Most of her years Vermont are going to have a whole
All organizations participating re- publican governor for many years, stitutional amendment, was appar lines were laid to hold the craft were spent on the Rockland-Swan’.; lot of company.
from further falling. Engine 1 of Island run with the colorful Capt.
and replaced the Republican gov ently rejected.
quested to bring colors.
It would be interesting to know
Parade route: Limerock to Union ernor of North Dakota with one of
In the farm belt. Republicans the Rockland Fire Department Alvah Barbour as master.
to Park to Main. (Rededication serv their own party. They also placed scored striking successes. They rolled down for pump duty and Supt. Owners and underwriters, repre how many millions of persons
ices at Winslow-Holbrook Square, by a Democrat in the governor's chair elected governors in Iowa. George McAlary of the Camden & Rockland sented by Maurice F Lovejoy, were tuned in on Uie election returns
Commander Austin P. Brewer and in Maryland, previously held by a A Wilson, and Kansas. Payne H. Water Co. brought down his emerg- in conference at press time, consid- Tuesday night. The present gen
Rev. Corwin H. Olds, chaplain Wins Republican.
Ratner, as well as in Wisconsin and ency crew with a portable gasoline cring raising and reconditioning the eration took the important news
New York drew top election ln- Minnesota. Additionally. Clyde M. pump. Engine 1 was helpless due]sunken steamer. Capt Kemp, sur- as a matter of fact, but older list
low-Holbrook Post.
Parade moves to Main to North I terest for its gubernatorial contetst Reed. Republican, won a Senate to the fact that the boat was keeled | veyor for the Boston Insurance Co., eners—very much older—recall how
Main to Walter Butler Square where between Lehman and Thomas E. seat from Kansas over George Mc so far off the dock that suction lln-s will view the craft at 4.30 this aft- nearly two weeks elapsed before
the result of the Blaine-Cleveland
rededication services will be con- Dewey, spectacular young racket- Gill, Democrat, co-author of the failed to reach, but the water com-!ernoon and determine her fate.
contest was made known.
| ducted by Commander Austin P. buster A big up-State plurality for current crop control law. In Iowa,
I Brewer and Rev Corwin Olds, Dewey was more than offset by a former Senator Lester J. Dickinson,
Great was my vexation early
i Broadway to Chestnut to North higher New York city majority fot implacable foe of the New Deal, was
Tuesday
night to tune in on 990
Lehman,
to
give
the
latter
the
vic

running
so
closely
behind
Senator
i Main to Limerock where it will be
kc. (approximately) to get the elec
tory by some 70,000 votes, out
Guy M. Gillette. Democrat, for the
' dismissed.
tion returns, and to find instead a
the 4.700.000 that were cast.
Special orders for formation:
Senate that the outcome was conshort wave operator calling in a
Ohio changed its allegiance from' sidered in doubt.
Bo.v Scouts (Troops No. 2, 3, 4, 6)
Strident voice for CQ. OQ, CQ and
Democratic to Republican. It | Indiana was the scene also of an
I will form on School street.
signing W1FQJ. Now I don't know
Rockland Fire Department will elected a Republican governor. John indecisively close farmbelt contest
who WlFQJ is and I don't care a
W Bricker, and a Republican Sena- ’ for the Senate, between Senator
form on Spring street.
boot, but as I understand it he
tor. Robert A. Taft, after a cam- Frederick Van Nuys. Democrat, who
doesn't belong in that zone and in
paign based clearly upon the issue has been at odds with the New Deal,
Alton Hall Blackington. who once shown by the speaker. Tragedy dignant radio fans are threatening
of the New Deal. Taft's victory, and Raymond E. Willis. Republican.
trudged
the West Meadow roads lurked in all of them—tragedy in reprisals.
------------------------------------------------------------------1------------------------------barefoot, came back to his home the loss of life and tragedy in the
Tire Trouble Brought the
town Tuesday night to be greeted by loss of property—but Mr. Blacking
My friend Earl Dow was wonder
Lynn Contenders Upon
one of the largest and most en ton was always able to give the deft ing yesterday what the late Jack
thusiastic audiences which ever
j Pillsbury would say if he could
the Scene Late
heard a lecture in this city. It is
have seen Alton Blackington's color
Jerry Duprey of Bangor had it
estimated that more than 1000 per- j
1 pictures Tuesday night. Jack was
all over colored Stonewall Jackson,
sons crowded into Community Hall,
an artist in photography, but color
of Lynn in the eight round main
and for nearly an hour and threepictures were not of his time. Al
bout at the Park Street Arena last
quarters they were electrified by
ton used to hang around his studio,
night. The Lynn boys had a lot of
Mr. Blackington's story which was
anxious to learn but quite apt tn
tire trouble on the way down and
a strange but highly successful
get things mixed up, in his eager
the main bout did not commence
"The Children of Callander" hear the Lions roar of welcome, blending of humor and pathos. The
ness. And sometimes. Earl tells
until 10.45. Jackson several inches made their debut at yesterdays Leslie B. Dyer of the Vinal Haven color pictures with his story was
me. he was forcibly ejected. If
shorter than big Jerry, put up ,1
of the LiOns Club as t.’ie Ciub' Mayor Veazie and John M illustrated and were models of per
Alton Hall Blackington had a dif
stiff caveman fight against his op- ,
Richardson On motion of Program fection. and Mr. Blackington's de
ferent name it would be Persist
ponent. but Duprey took it easy and Cl: rmlng "oung “roines of Frans chairman Ludwick the club invited scription of the recent New Eng
ence instead of Hall.
landed several heavy head blows. A Winslow's sixth lecture- The Rockland High Schools successful land hurricane might well have [
John Nystrom made an interest
fallen upon incredulous ears, but the |
ing find at tlie old Hurley kiln yes
Battling Andrews of Lynn, versus \ interest Mr. Winslow's intensely in- 000 Matheson's talk on "Making astounding proof furnished by the,
] our own Ponzi Cochran, went out by Uresting story Qf these fam0U5 Miracles " next Wednesday
terday when he unearthed what
last-word camera which the lecturthe technical kayo route in the
appears to be a nine-pound cannon
et. photographer and journalist uses
third round of the scheduled six lassies which started with the
ball.
The Black Cat is supposed
in
the
pursuit
of
his
daily
vocation.
In passing it should be men
round semi-final. It was Ponzi's all shrilling of. the telephone bell in tioned that yesterday's talk to the
to have nine lives but the cannon
Mr. Blackington gave overflowing
the way.
tlie office of the North Bay (On Lions Club was Mr. Winslow's 136th measure for the fee which the Com
ball, which is about the size of
The best match was the four tario) Nugget on May 28, 1934 and public appearance on the lecture munity Theatre Guild paid him, be
a soft ball looks as if it might snuff
“Alton"
round top-prelim, in which Young took the quintuplets up to the very platform since his maiden effort cause he combined into a single lec
them all out at one time.
Chester of Camden outpointed Phil hour of the lecture when they were with “Flirting With Fame" four ture the high spots of three lec
Belated posies arc having their
Rowe of Lynn in all four rounds. receiving collective surgical treat years ago. This almost seems like tures with which he has been en touch of humor to his story, and his
Kid Jones of Lynn won over Gift ment in the tiny Dafoe Hospital at an all-time record for a local non tertaining large New England audi listeners soon had their minds taken inning, none handsomer, certainlv
from tlie evidences of horror such than the full blown rose and two
White of Camden in the four round Callander.
,
professional lecturer
His office ences for some years.
as were revealed occasionally by the buds which Mrs. C. H. Clark
prelim, winning the first and fourth
In fairness to the speaker and associates tendered him a banquet
Introduced by George Sleeper of
rounds. The second and third were the hundreds destined to hear the on the occasion of the 106th lecture the Theatre Guild, Mr. Blackington hand of some victim protruding from ' picked on her premises at Ingrathe wreckage.
i ham Hill Tuesday.
very nearly even.
story from the gifted lips of the as and all unknown toF.AW. the com stepped onto the platform to face
The writer of this article wouiJ
Phil Morris of August sent Fight sociate editor of this newspaper, mittee on arrangements is now
an audience which must have been like to be able to present some of
A survey of purchasing power
ing Langley, Jr., of Camde.i out in this report must be limited as to planning for the 200th anniversary.
highly gratifying to him. and to re the amazing instances of the storm . ol U. S. College students recently
the second round of the opening, detail. Suffice to say that it records
IJ. M. R.
ceive from it a Tiot of applause. fury—entire settlements hurled into disclosed that college men spend
by the kayo route.
the breaking of this, the greatest
Because of the length of the lecture
the sea. houses carried a mile, and millions of dollars annually on
The show, second one in Rock news story in years, the intimate,
his introductory remarks were very
an engulfing wall of water some their hats. This would seem to in
land's new arena, did not commence colorful story of Dr Allan Roy
brief, but did not fail to include a times 40 feet in height, carrying dicate that the college men are far
until 9.45.
Dafoe, the country doctor who offi
tribute to The Courier-Gazette's death and destruction into what had from hatless. The study covered
It was announced that there ciated at the multiple births and
"Black Cat." and a faithful likeness been peaceful communities. This is only two hundred college campuses,
STATIONERY
j would be another exhibition next
overnight became the most famous
of the “author."
many of them in the south, and
JU
ImO Nsm la HUtoryl
' Wednesday with Henry (Butch)
man of medicine in the world; and
'
Patrons of tlie fall flower show
does not, therefore, present a com! Wooster. 18, in the main bout.
(Continued
on
Page
Eight)
VUting Cards
tells in intimate detail the daily
who stayed over for the lecture were
! plete picture for the country at
100 paneled cards, choice d 4
life of the five vigorous heroines.
entranced by the wonderful garden
] large. In these two hundred col
HIGH PRICED HERRING
elxei
and
30
etylee
of
engraving,
An interview with Dr. Dafoe, un
] pictures which he showed. The fire YOUR FAVORITE POEM leges alone, however, men spend
PLATE INCLUDED, only__ 01 Al
matched to the knowledge cf the
scenes were highly realistic and led
„ , h(ld my 1|fp to |tv, R(?aln , $1 064.856 a year on hats. Other in
Eight Hogsheads Brought $1597
Wedding Announcements
write-, is embraced in the lecture,
the speaker into reference to his. would have made a rule to read some teresting statistics on the group
Down Near Eastpo’*
—try and listen to some music at
poe
or Invitations
and characteristically the speaker
“dad." the late Fuller C. Blacking least once a week. The loss of these covered college men’s suits—nine
On white or Ivory Mock—wed
includes an anecdote-filled para
Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
ton, between whom there was a bond tastes
million dollars: tuxedos—four and
Thirty hogsheads of sardine her
ding or plate finish. Inside and
Darwin.
graph on “How to get to Callander
of
affection
such
as
is
rarely
seen.
outside
envelopes,
and
PLATE
IN

a half million; shoes—over a mil
ring taken from a weir at Deer
This lecture, in the minds oi many
CLUDED _____________ $8.9$
IN FLANKERS FIELDS
Mr. Blackington, the father, was for
lion; and ties—over a millionIsland, near Eastport, brought the
of his hearers second only to Mr
1 a long time a member of the Rock In Flanders fields the popples blow
highest price since the World War.
Social Stationery
Between the crosses, row on row.
Winslow's famous "Flirting With
land Fire Department, affiliated with
One year ago: TJ S. S Vincennes,
That mark our place; and ln the sky
Special styles ior men and women.
Buyers paid $1,597.50 or $53.25 a
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Fame'''
concludes
impressively
with
A
choloe
of
lovely
colors,
mono

Americus
Hook
and
Ladder
Com

twice reported damaged by sabot
hogshead for the catch. Another
Scarce heard amid the guns below
grams and styles of engraving,
pany, among other organizations.
age was tried on the Rockland
lot of 20 hogsheads also taken at Dickens’ deeply touching ‘"They are
PLATE INCLUDED__________
We are the Dead. Short days ago
idols
of
hearts
and
of
households."
There was probably no member We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow. Course—George A Bragdon, princi
Deer Island, sold for $1,040 or
$2.25. $3.85 and up.
• • • •
Loved and were loved, and now we lie pal of North Haven High School,
. of Mr. Blackington's audience who
$52.00 a hogshead.
In Flanders fields.
Business Stationenr *
The excellent attendance gave
i had not read and re-read the stories
was elected superintendent of North
Seiners last week received as
BOO business cards or Hammermill
Take up our quarrel with the foe;
j of New England's tropical hurricane, To you from falling hands we throw Haven, Vinal Haven and Swan's
much as $2,200 for a single night’s Sobs Leader Robert M. Allen a fine
Bond
letterheads, PLATE IN
j and none who had not been surfeltThe torch; be yours to hold It high. Island
district. — Olen Jenkins
catch.
The sardines were in chance to display the well known
CLUDED. only_________I7AI
If ye break faith with us who die
|
ed
by
newspaper
illustrations,
yet
all
sllghthly better supply, the pack B-bilifcy of the Rockland Lions Club
We shall not sleep, though popples was elected president of the Pine
grow
paled into insignificance when com
Tree Skating Club at the Spanish
was still far short of average for to sing and how tliey did whoop it
In Flanders Ilekls.
VUfe,
parer! with the magnificent views
the ses^on.
ju,°- ThJ^e
w«re privileged to
—yeut.-Col. Johp McCrae

CAME HOME IN TRIUMPH

..'.'■JU. 1

ARMISTICE

BALL

COMMUNITY BUILDING—FRIDAY, NOV. 11
FREE DOOR PRIZE—$25.00 IN CASH
TICKETS 50 CENTS

TURKEY AND CHICKEN BEANO
BEACON BLANKETS, SMOKING SETS
CHOCOLATES GALORE
ADMISSION FREE TO BEANO GAME

Last Night’s Bouts

135-lt

CUT ME OUT
IF YOU WANT TO MAKE MONEY'
IT CAN BE DONE AND
I CAN PROVE IT.
We need live wire men and women to sell dishes, silverware,
blankets, mattresses, radios, and many more fast selling items too
numerous to mention.
Everything sold on weekly payment plan, as low as 50c a week.
You can earn from $35 la $75 cr more per week to start.
Get your instructions from JOS. GOLDING, apply a*. Thorn
dike Hotel daily from 4 to 6 P. M. and 7 to 9 P. M.
135-lt

OTWWOTW

We have the largest-ever assortment of Personal
Christmas Cards for your inspection at this office,

priced at only—

20 for $1.00
25 for $1.00

50 for $1.00
and the better class of cards at prices
exceptionally low

These Prices Include Name Printed On Each Card
Smarter than ever ... and yet .. . for all their warm cheer
.. . quality papers and matching envelopes . . . they come to you
smartly boxed at price ranges from 20 for $1.00 to 50 for $1.00.
Postage 10 cents extra.
Don't wait!! Come now while the selection is large.
Samples on display at

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Alton Hall Blackington Delights Huge Audienc< Feted By His Classmates

“CHILDREN OF CALLENDER”

Lions Club Applauded Frank A. Winslow’s New
Lecture—His 136th Public Presentation

(genuine Cnqravet)

The Courier-Gazette

The Courier-Gazette
THKKK-TIME9-A-WEEK
»»

—'1

Every-OtEer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thurs3ay, November 10, 1938
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“ORPHANS OF THE STORM”

-----------

ROCKPORT

★★★★

The Lord hath set apart him that
is godly for Himself. (Psalm 4:3).

LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent

The Hobby Show

TeL 2229

but have been warned to watch the
NOTICE TO MARINERS
Pine Tree walk by them next week.
Casco Bay—House Island Light.
Court of Honor Dec. 1. Applica
Characteristic changed Nov. 1 ‘o
The Organization Now Has tions must be in Nov. 23.
flashing white 4 seconds, flash 0 4
Three Patrols—Court of
seconds, eclipse 3 6 seconds.
Its Final Game
Blue Hill Eay—31ue Hill Bay
Honor Dec. 1st
Light. Characteristic changed No1'.
"Roving" Scout Commissioner Rockland High Hoping To 4 to flashing white 4 seconds, flasu
Hale visited Troop 2 Monday night, j
Wind Up Season With 0.4 second, eclipse 3.6 seconds.
West Penobscot Bay—Northeast
At a recent meeting of the Troop j
Another Victory
Point Light. Characteristic changed
officers several changes in patrols i
Nov. 4 to flashing white. 4 seconds,
and officers was made. The troop
The Rockland High School foot flash 0.4 second, eclipse 3.6 seconds.
now comprises three patrols, with J
ball team of 1938 plays its valedic
these officers: Beaver. Patrol Leader
SOUTH UNION
Stanley Murray; Buffalo, Patrol tory game at Bar Harbor tomorrow
Leader, Richard Harris; Pine Tree. afternoon, and goes to the summer
The public is cordially invited to
Patrol Leader. Douglas McMahon; metropolis in good condition, fully
the
C.MP. Co. cocking school to
expecting
a
hard
game,
but
with
the
Assistant Patrol Leader. Stuart
confidence which comes of a do or
run Wed. Nov. 16 .in I.OO.F
Ames.
i
Union. Food cooked given to
Other changes in personnel are: die spirit.
Following Is the tentative lineup: audience. No admisson. All welJunior Assistant Scoutmaster, Rich
Rockland come- CoIW Wednesday at 7.15
ard Spear. Gardner Brown; Senior Bar Harbor
Patrol Leader, Arthur Schofield; Fisk, re ........................ le. Chisholm I o'clock. Thanksgiving menus will
Scribe, Stanley Murray; Assistant, Brenton, rt..........................It, Perry be featured—adv. 132t 133, 135, 13C
L. E. McRae. Jr.; Quartermaster. Strout, rg ................. lg, McConchie
Robert Smalley; Assistant, William McKay, c ...................... c. Johnson
Goss, lg .......................... rg, Mazzeo
Tail.
To Get
Business concerned a Troop news Harding, it ............... rt. Horeyseck
Fast Relief From
paper, Troop mobilization orders, G. Smith, le.......... re. Gus Huntley
Gray, qb ............................ qb, Allen
etc.
The next meeting the officers will Mitchell, rhb ............. lhb. Billings
be supper guests of Senior Patrol Wheating, lhb .. rhb. Huntley or Duff
TRY GENUINE
Leader Arthur Schofield, the date to Smith, rb ........................ fb. Glover
The officials will be: Referee, Jor
be announced later.
Next Monday night's meeting of dan (Maine); umpire. Luce (Bates);
Troop 2 will be called at 8.45, be head linesman. Poster (Colby).
cause of night school.
READ ALL THE NEWS
Beavers were high line in the new
THEN READ ALL THE ADS
Point Contest last Monday night,

Troop Two News

The Community
Bowling
League
By
RUTH WARD

Miss Katherine Annis has emplayment at the home of Theodore
The Lions were just five pins up
Bird in Rockland.
at the end of close match with the
Arthur Cole of Standish is visit Kiwanis Club Monday night. The
ing his brother-in-law and sister. Lions won the first string by 65
Prin and Mrs. George Cunning-! pins, but lost the second by 26.
ham.
and the third by 35. Dr. Scarlott
Seventeen members of Harbor had the single high string. 109.
Light Chapter O.ES. motored to and Dr. Soule the high total. 300
South Thomaston Monday night as Tlie scores:
lions (3)
guests of Forget-me-not Chapter
92 82 84—258
on the occasion of its annual in Whitney .......
spection. Supper was followed by Ntwman ............... 83 75 87—245
..............
10489 107—300
exemplification of the work and Soule
program, of music and readings Allen ..................... 93 78 97—2C8
The visitors reported a highly en Beaulieu ................ 100 79 80—259

Lots of Busy Workers Get-1
ting Ready For Big Local

Event
Now that the fall flower show is
over the workers fcr the Hobby <
Show are concentrating all efforts 1
for this event. The dates are Nov |
16. .17 and 18. The place is Com • I
munity Building. The price of ad
mission is 25 cents.
• • * •
There will be many, many sur
prises! Mrs. Fred Anderson of St
George and her helpers will display
hobbies of the Finnish people.

» » • »
joyable evening.
472 403 465—1330
Henry B. Bird with John G. Snow
Representative Ralph O Brew
KiwanLs
12)
and Elmer Montgomery will ex
ster was the principal speaker at Lamb
............ 64 81 100—245
............
hibit another great show of ship
the meeting of the Rockland Wom
Pomeroy ..... ........... 81 81 90—252
models and marine interests. Rpan's Educational Club held Monday Scarlott ................. 76 87 198—27)
member the ship room last year?
I at the home of Miss Marion Weid
Miller ..................... 87 87 88—262
• • • •
man Dealing with Democracy he Brackett ..............
100 92 104—296
In the East Room the art exhibit I
Jdesciibbed vividly present world
may be seen. Many new subjects
.conditions, and international com
407 428 490—1325
will be added. Paintings by Port- ,
plications* nnd .unrest At the aft-'
Apologies to Wimpy Chatto. He
land artists will draw persons from !
ernoun session Rev Helen Carlson I
should have had credit for high
that city. Water colors by Index of
and Mrs. Keryn ap Rice were the
single string of 125 In the recent
American design may also be seen. !
speakers. A box lunch was enjoyed
Community team vs. Camden Y M.
Mrs. Merchant, the chairman, it i
at 5.30 a huge centerpiece of yel
C. A match.
being assisted by Edwin L. Brown,
Fleeing a tornado near Clyde, Texas, parents of these babies were killed, low and white chrysanthsmums ______________________________
John Newman. Faith Berry. Maude j their automobile tossed a quarter-mile away. Hours later a telephone giving added beauty to the attrac-'
|
lineman heard • child’s whimper In a roadside ditch. There he found 3- five table appointments. Coffee ,ard- came t0 thia country about 45
Hall. Hope Greenhalgh and Edgar
year-old Jesse Donald Rutledge, water up tohit chin, holding his 3-monthsCrockett.
old brother Daryl's head above water. Relatives being unable to care for vas furnished by the hostess.■1 >ears a8° and weRt to reside at
the orphans, Red Cross workers arranged a maintenance fund to support Mrs Mary Perry Rich, president of i Simonton, where her daughter
Advance announcements have them until they are 16. A Texas college promised scholarships and ranch the Club, presided at the meeting.! Millie was bom.
men started a herd of cattle for their benefit. The Red Cross will help the
been made of Frank A. Tirrell. Jr.’s
After a number of years they
Forty members end guests were
boys make adjustments as they grow older.
prize pigeons. The birds have been
! present
moved to Rockport, later buying the
|
entered in shows and have brought j---Capt. and Mrs. Ernest M. Tor- home on Huse street. The son died
Helen Maxcv. Mrs. W. H. Robinson
fame to the owner.
and Mrs Fred Campbell. This will rey and Mrs- Cacllda Cain have
Tvhen a -voun«
and later the
Mrs. C. H. Olds is gathering family
be a special meeting of Ivy Chapter. turned home after spending five daughter, then Mrs. Stanley Iremonths at their Northport cottage land, of Mattawamkeag. was taken
crests for exhibition. Have you
.Candidates to receive the first
ROCKLAHD, MAINE
Edward D. Johnson, assistant (bj death. These severe blows toone?
two degrees Tuesday night at War
ALENA L. STARRETT
horticulturist of the State Horti- gether with the death of Mr. Erick• • 0 •
ren Grange, were. Howard BorneTHIS STORE WILL REMAIN OPEN THURSDAY EVENING UNTIL 10 O'CLOCK—CLOSED FRIDAY
Correspondent
cultural Department, was the ton about four years ago. made
All lobstermen take notice. Mr.
ARMISTICE DAY.
man. Edward Wilson. Charles
speaker Wednesday night at the great Inroads on her health but
Bird is desirous of having a collec
Wadsworth, and Raymond Jenkins.
PRICES
EFFECTIVE
THROUGH SATURDAY, NOV. 12
TeL
49
Garden Club meeting at the home. through it all she retained the
tion of lobster traps from different
The third and fourth degrees will
of Mrs. Maynard C Ingraham. His same sunny and cheerful disposifishermen, so please get a trap ready
be worked Tuesday night on these , talk on Christmas greens was ac- ! tion which greatly endeared her to
Mrs. Charles
Overlock, son
and leave it at Dyer’s Garage on
candidates.
ccmpanied by demonstrations on all with whom she was associated.
Park street on or before Nov. 15. Charles. Miss Olive Teague and Mrs.
Dinner ^guests, Tuesday night of the
oj table centerpieces.
a friend to the sick, she was
Come to the Hobby Show, and see Isa Teague motored recently to
Mr.
and
Mrs
Chester
Wyllie
were
Portland with Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
snd various other Christmas deco- ever ready to render any assistance
the collection.
Mr. and Mrs. Marcel Beley, and rations This talk and exhibit has , that might alleviate pain and suf• • * •
Ames of Rockland.
their daughter, Miss Simone Beley,
Three nights of outstanding en
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hahn of Gar
Don't miss the big opportunity A&P offers you. Get acquainted with the dramatic values
tertainment will be presented on the diner. were guests Sunday of Miss and Charles Perrin of Pleasantville. Department to be given by Mr. v.ard that she was spared suffering
in our big, easy-fo-shop-in super-markets. You'll find the grandest assortment of fine foods
stage of the Community Building Harriet Hahn. Miss Susie Hahn and
Sermon topics fcr the Sunday Johnson in various sections of the at the last, the end coming peaceat low prices--and kept low every day in the week. Nationally advertised brands--our own
for patrons at the Hobby Show. Joseph Hahn. They motored from services at the Congregational state Lester Shibles, chairman of fully while apparently sleeping.
Wednesday night there will be a Gardiner with Mrs. Ralph Stone, Church will be, 10:30 a m. "Our (be Garden Club executive commit- During her last illness she was ten
superb meats, fruits and vegetables--fine, fresh dairy produc»s--coffee--bread--everything is
dancing exhibition by the pupils of who was on her way to Searsport. Words "; and at 7 p m. "The Cer- tee learning of this new project fan- derly cared for by her granddaugh
marked way, way down. You make your own selections--help youiself to the bumper bargains
Miss Flossie Molloy. Music by Wil While here they called on Mrs. tainties.”
mediately got in touch with the ter. Mrs. Thelma Shibles.
you’ll find on every side. This is the way modern housewives shop -the way
make their
fred Erlkla on the electric guitar Hannah Spear.
Alden Watts shot a fine fox Department and succeeded in havSurviving near relatives are six
food dollar go farther. Join the happy throngs that are taking advantage of the big
Also a parade of old fashioned
’ ir.g its first showing given on this grandchildren, Mrs. Dorothy Davis,
Jesse Mills, secretary of the Saturday.
values in A&P markets. Get your share of the handsome savings.
gowns, many dating back over 100 Maintenance of Railway Employee^
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Durgin are occasion. It was of unusual inter- Misses Ruth and Norajean Ireland
gears Some gowns very old will be returned Sunday from Machias and living in the rent over the Selden j est. At the business session Ar-' of Mattawamkeag, Mrs. Thelma
\ LB
modeled by their original owners. Bangor where he had been doing Robinson store.
thur K. Walker, Mrs. Marion Rich-' shibles of Rockport, John Erickson
o PWGS
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Jackson ards and Mrs Loana Shibles were!cf Waltham, Mass., and Miss GertMany surprise outfits will be dis committee work with M. T. Sim
played. The presentations for Thurs- mons of Thomaston, general chair - and two children and friends of appointed as nominating commit- j rude Erickson of Bar Harbor and J
NO. 2)4
day and Friday nights will be listed man of the Maintenance of Rail- Jefferson, were guests Sunday of tee Tlle December meeting will be j four grandchildren, also a sister in ,
T
CANS
SLICED
or
HALVES
iater.
way Employees. Meetings were Mr. and Mrs. Emery Simmons.
emitted as the club members will Sweden
Funeral services will be held at 1
held in Machias and Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs Bernard Jordan ** actively engaged m the ChrLs’-1
In the process of beautifying the
, the late residence Saturday at 2 i
Guests Sunday afternoon at the have returned to Medfield. Mass., mas welfare work at that time
CANS
roadside Bar Harbor landscape art home of Mrs. Isa Teague, were Mr.
Officers and members of Har-' p. m.. Rev. F F Fowle of Win- J
after visiting Mrs. Alice Cook.
bor Light Chapter O.ES. are re- [ thxop officiating Mrs. Erickson
ists planted scores of Japanese and Mrs Arnold Teague and family
LARGE
Recent guests of Mr. end Mrs.
pines near the junction cf Route I of Union. Mr. and Mrs Wilbur Ames,
quested to meet at Masonic ha'.l | vas a member of Harbor Light
PKGS
Frank Cargill at Pleasantville were.
and the Knox Railroad Co.'s cross Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Wotton and
Saturday at 1.39 o clock to attend in chapter OES. and the Star cereMr. and Mrs. Orin Harding and
NO. 2
ing in Warren. Unfortunately for children. Lee and Joyce of Rock
? body the funeral services for Mrs mony will be performed at the
family and Clinton Cargill of this
this well meaning enterprise van land.
Matilda Erickson.
service.
CANS
IONA
or
PACKER'S
LABEL
place, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
dals have pulled up some of these
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Peabody
The
weekly
meeting
of
the
Fred
—
—
Pease of Rockland and Mr. and
trees and carted them away. A and son, Sewall, who observed hts
A. Norwood W.R.C. will be omitted
Mrs Harlan Pease of Tops.iam.
Rockland man. closely identified third birthday Sunday, were recent
CREAMERY
Friday night due to the holiday.
Harlan
Spear
and
Jasper
Spear
with the law, was an eyewitness of dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Al
were home from the University of An Arm' :tice Day Program will fc“ i WONDERFUL DISINFECTANT
LBS
such vandalism the other day took bert Peabody.
Maine for the weekend. They at- PreseRted at the meeting Nov 18.
and
the number of the man's car and
Recent visitors at Mrs. Isa
DEODORANT
SILVERBROOK BUTTER > - 29'
reported the case to the State Po- Teague s were Mrs. E. D. Mank. tended the Bowdoin-Maine game J A: the meeting of the Trytohebj
lice in Thomaston. The man, who Mrs. Lura Walter. Mrs. Elsie Law- Saturday in Brunswick, motoring (club Monday night at the home
Sick Rooms
was from Kennebec County, is be son. Miss Edna Howard of North there with Mr. and Mrs. Abbott ef Mrs. Mildred Easton plan.; were !
Bath Rooms
SUNNYFIELD
ing prosecuted
Waldoboro, and Mrs. Robinson of Spear of Chestnut Hill, Mass., ar.d made for the birthday supper to!
pkg 5'
MY-T-FIHE DESSERTS
Kitchens
2414 IB
Mrs.
Edgar
Barker
of
South
Union,
take
place
next
Monday
night
at!
Portland and California.
CAN 39'
WILBERT'S
&
FLOOR
WAX
Rev. Charles W Turner will be J the Baptist vestry. Sewing follow d |
BAG
Garage
Floors
King Hiram's Council, R.S.M., last
Eugene Durgin is passing a few
CLAPP’S chopped Baby Foods CANS 25' SUNNYFIELD
Concrete Floors
night held one of its most success days in Sanford with his sister. speaker Friday night at a banquet the business session.
of the Gamma Beta Boys Club, at
ful meetings in recent years, to Mrs. Nettle Wakefield.
PKG 23'
CAKE FLOUR
’SSS5
Stone Steps
24,4 LB
mark the presence of Rt. Ill. Master
Seven deer have been shot here. the Montgomery rooms at 6.30
Refrigerators
BAG
Mrs. Matilda S. Erickson
PANCAKE
FLOUR
PILLSBURY S
PKGS 19'
There
will
be
an
entertainment
and
E. Murray Graham of Portland, who They were shot by :Josef Vinal.
Drain
Pipes
Mrs. Matilda Sunman Erickson I
PILLSBURY'S BEST
CAN 7'
2 in 1 SHOE POLISH
was making his official visit. Mem i buck; Lyman Randall, doe; Sher- social hour.
Toilet Bowls
24H LB
Willard A. Wylie is confined to his 76. widow of John Erickson died
bers were present from Skowhegan.| bourn Kalloch, doe; Arthur Wotton,
PRUDENCE ™ HASH
CAN 19'
Lavatories
BAG
PKG 13'
Gardiner, Belfast and other places dee: Earl Griffin of Appleton, buck; home by illness.
i Wednesday at her home on Huss
FRENCH’S BIRD SEED
Garbage
Pam
The degrees were conferred upon Walter Starrett, a ten point buck,
Ralph Crockett, who has been ill,. street after an illness of two weeks
PURE-BULK OR PACKAGE
PKG 10‘
PILLSBURY’S FARINA
Wilbur A. Fogg. Tire band and weight 218 pounds when dressed: has resumed his work as watchman J curatjOn Born in Sweden, she with
Takes all onplrasant odors away
patrol did exceptionally fine work. and Maurice Crockett, a buck. at the Georges River Mills.
PKG 15'
Once Tried, Always Used
PILLSBURY’S BRAN
LBS
Mr Erickson and young son LeonThe Eastern Star was complimented These were shot the first five days
Miss Lulu Simmons of Friendship
WHITEHOUSE
EVAPORATED
for furnishing a very tasteful sup of open season, and is a better re is keeping house for Mrs. Ella Caier. .
cord than last year, since in 1937,
per.
Reports of roses in bloom and leaf
TALL
there were but four inspected dur buds of lilacs opening are heard
CANS
Turkey Shoot Sunday Nov. 13 at ing the first five days open season. from various parts of the town.
Mr. and Mrs. Alford Wiley have
Lothrop's Farm, one mile above
“STABLEMATES”
Mirror Lake Hunting rifles and moved from North Whitefield to
The public is cordially invited to ,
shot guns O. K.. but no telescopes the Stevens place. North Warren. the C.MP Co. cooking school toJ
7 FOR
hds c
Callers Tuesday evening at the be run Wed. Nov. 16 .in I OOF.
or target sights. Sponsored E. D
heme of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver B hall, Union. Food cooked given to 1
Rifle Club—adv.
RED EMPEROR
HEao5c
LBS
Libby were, Mr. and Mrs. Frank audience. No admisson. All wel- ,
A soft answer cometh from a soft Kerswell of St. George, and Mr and come. Come Wednesday at 7.15
7 LBj
bchs c
Mrs. Robert MaGee of Clark’s o'clock. Thanksgiving menus will
person.
Island.
be featured.—adv. 132. 133, 135, 136 i
The Merry-go-eagle Club met i
WE BUY
Tuesday with Mrs. Alice Robbins in |
QUALITY STEER BEEF-PORTERHOUSE, SIRLOIN,
Union.
BOTTOM ROUND, CUBE, N. Y. SIRLOIN
LB
AND SILVER
Among those from this town to
attend the Alton H. Blackington
Clarence E. Daniels
JEWELER
lecture Tuesday night in RocklancjTHE NEWEST
WHOLE OR ANY SIZE RIB HALF
LB
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
were. Mr. and Mrs. Emerson W.
Perkins, Mr. and Mrs. William
in
LEAN-6 TO 8 LB
Stanford, and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
AVERAGE
LB
Starrett.
Ivy Chapter, CESk will be inspecFRESH NORTHERN
1 ted Friday night by Mrs. Gertrude
8
TO 12 LB AVERAGE
LB
AND
Boody of Rockland, district deputy
grand matron. An invitation has
Doorbells, Convenience Outlets,
been tendered Goldenrod Chapter,
BRISKET LB
LEAN END LB
Lights and Small Appliances
of Rockland, to attend. Supper
EXCEPTIONALLY
will be served at 6.30, with Mrs.
Installed and serviced
STRIP OR PIECE
L6
I Benjamin Watts, chairman. On
Promptly
LOW PRICES
, the reception committee are, Mrs.
LB
LB 19C
HADDOCK FILLETS
Dana Smith, Mrs. Frederick PowMickey
Rooney
and
Wallace
Beery
In
"Stablemates,
”
More
thrilling
48 GRACE ST.,
ROCKLAND i ers, Miss Hilda Aspey, and William
. int 23'
FOR STEWING
OYSTERS
than "Test Pilot” ... more dramatic than "The Champ" . . . more laughs
TEL. 19-W
. H. Robinson: entertainment com
than "Love Finds Andy Hardy."—adv,
mittee, Mrs. George Newbert, Mrs.

HEADACHE
BAYER ASPIRIN

SELF
SERVICE

Qlll
Olli tit “

SELF
MARKETS SERVICE

462 MAIN STREET

WARREN

★★★★

★#

LIVING COSTS DOWN—
JamiliM ^n/oi/iru} fi&fl Uaiu&&

tfjey

HAMPTON SODA CRACKERS 2 29'
A&P PEACHES
2 25'
ANN PAGE TOMATO JUICE 41m 19'
RINSO or OXYDOL
2 37'
4
23'
TOMATOES

Cote’s Magic Water

BUTTER

Can be
Used
For

STRAND THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAT

2 55

FAMILY FLOUR

55'

PASTRY FLOUR

49'

FLOUR

87'

LARD

2

19'

MILK

4

23c

--------- and Lhupdabi&&

a

CAULIFLOWER
2 19 GRAPEFRUIT
ICEBERG LETTUCEc.on,
GRAPES
CELERY
2 19 COOKING APPLES

3

25c
19c
25c

------------- G&ft Qualify Vfl&ai&!------

OLD GOLD

ELECTRICAL
SERVICE

W. W. STRONG

JUST ARRIVED!

COATS

DRESSES

CUTLER'S.>Nt

CTC Alf C
Q I CAIld

PORK LOINS
SMOKED SHOULDERS
TURKEYS
CORNED BEEF
25'
BACON
SALT PORK
HAMBURG STEAK

2

23c
10c
35c

29'
20c
18'
31'
23'
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Every-Other-Day

The Public Library will be closed
Armistice Day. t

At the next meeting of Ruth May
hew Tent the nomination of officers
will take place. All members are
A special meeting of Miriam Re For Position of Postmaster asked to make an effort to be pres
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
bekah Lodge will be held Saturday
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
At Port Clyde—Applica ent and elect the officers of their
night at 730. Important business is
choice for 1939.
Matinees Saturday and Sunday
tions Close Nov. 25
tc be transacted
and Holidays at 2.30. Additional
Martha Seavey is happy to report
matinees when specified in pro
Members of the Winslow-Hol
The United States Civil Service that the advertisement inserted In
gram.
Single evening shows
brook Auxiliary, A L., are request Commission has announced an ex The Courier-Gazette brought imevery evening at 8.00.
ed to be at Legion hall at 10 a. m. amination, as a result of which it med.ate returns. Her coat ts once
SPECIAL
NOTICE
SUN MO NTUES BID THU FRI SAT
Weekday Matinees
Friday, to participate In the Armis •s expected to make certification more in her possession and she is a
Have Been Discontinued
tice Day parade.
to fill a contemplated vacancy in firm believer that it pays to adver
the position of fourth class post tise in this paper, at least.
/THURSDAY, NOV. 10
Al Collins and Mont Trainer are master at Port Clyde and other va-'
JANET GAYNOR
1
catering for that nice supper which cancles as they may occur at that
ROBERT MONTGOMERY
Why go way up Into the North
FRANCHOT TONE
will be served to Winslow-Holbrook office, unless it shall be decided in Wcods when there is good hunting
in
Post at 6.30 tonight. Rev. Corwin the interest of the service to fill at our very door? William Butler
H. Olds and Frank A. Window will any vacancy by reinstatement. was in town this morning with a
“THREE LOVES
be the after-dinner speakers.
The examination will be held at spike-horn which he shot almost in
HAS NANCY”
With Guy Kibbee, Grant With
Thomaston. The compensation of hts back yard at The Bog. Harold
All members of the Huntley ers, Reginald Owen, Cora Wither
the postmaster at this office was Marshall and Loring Orff each got a
Hill Post are advised by Past Comspoon.
$888 for the last fiscal year
deer in Cushing.
mader Nathan Berliawsky to asApplicants must have reached 1
jsemble at 10.30 a. m at Post quarFRI.-SAT., NOV. 11-12
The City Government Monday
THE MARX BROTHERS
Iters to participate in the Armistice their 21st birthday but not their
Light again declined a permit for
65th
birthday
on
the
date
of
the
••COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR
Day parade. Those comrades who close of receipt of application, j the Tidewater Oil Company to erect
SHADOWS BEFORE"
“ROOM SERVICE”
have uniforms are asked to wear
Nov. 10—Warren—Play, "The Comical
Applicants must reside within the a lOOO-gallon storage tank—Law
With Ann Miller (Dancing Girl them. All comrades without uni
Country Cousins" at Congregational
Church, cuspices Ladles’ Circle.
territory supplied by the post office rence Miller was granted a permit
in the great Capra hit “You Can’t
forms are asked to appear.
Nov ii_ American Legion observance
Take
It
With
You"),
for which the examination Is an-1 to establish a filling station on the
ol Armistice Day, closing with ball at
Lucille Bali
Community Hall
nounced. The examination is open Gen. Berry engine house property.
Nov. 11—Rubinstein Club meets at
Also
Washington and Hancock counUniversallst vestry.
Popeye the Sailor in “Goonland" I ties are reporting a large kill of to all citizens of the United States
Nov 11 18—Veterans’ Week.
A short rehearsal for all officers
who can comply with the require
And Fox Single Reel
Nov. 12—Waldoboro — "Jimmie and
i deer with the number taken expect
of Anderson Camp Auxiliary is
“Filming Big Thrills”
Dick’ at the High School auditorium.
ments.
Nov. 12 — Limerock Valley Pomona
ed to reach record proportions as
Application blanks. Form 9. and called for 7 (O'clock Friday night.
meets with Pleasant Valley Orange
1
Note—Special Matinee Friday,
the season progresses and condi
Nov. 15—Camden—Outing Club Feast i
Armistice Day, at 2.30
full information concerning the re This is the last opportunity before
and Frolic at Masonic hall.
tions get better. Among hunters
Nov. 16-18—Annual hobby show at
quirements
of the examination can inspection which takes place next
SUN.-MON., NOV. 13-14
i who have taken deer out to date
Community Building.
Wednesday night and It Is hoped a
DEANNA DURBIN
Nov. 24 Thanksgiving Day.
! are Frank Rackliffe and Alvin be secured from the postmaster at special effort will be made to at
Nov. 24—Jimmie Ac Dick a. Commun-]
MELVLN DOUGLAS
the
place
of
vacancy
or
from
the
lty Building.
Rackliffe, St. George; Allen Morton,
tend.
JACKIE COOPER
Nov. 28—League of Women Voters’;
I
Lincolnville; Frederick J. Nord. United States Civil Service Com
membership meeting.
mission Washington, D. O.
Dec. 2 — Camden—Senior class play
‘THAT CERTAIN AGE’ J Cushing; Charles Curtis, Owl’s Applications must be properly The Rockland Scouters attended
’Lend Me Your Baby” at Opera House, ,
I
fcead;
Charles
Lunden,
Rockport;
last night's meeting of Abenaki
Dec 6-8—Annual meeting of Maine
Also March of Time No. 2
executed and on file with the Com
State Orange In Augusta.
Featuring
i Ernest Heath. Camden.
Council district held at Elmwood
Dec. 7—Annual Methodist Church
mission at Washington, D. C., prior
“United States Fire Fighters"
fair
Hotel, Waterville. Dean Ernest C.
Dec. 8-9 — "Apron-String Bsvolt,"
to the hour of closing business
Marriner of Colby College was the
Senior play et Rockland High School.
How the United States Govern
Nov. 25
principal speaker. In the group
ment safeguards the money appro
The date for assembling of com were Joseph P. Blaisdell, Daniel
Sheriff Ludwick and Deputy Killing frosts this morning.
priated by Congress for the emer
petitors will be stated In the admis Chick, Gerald Beverage. J. Alton
Sheriff Webster took Charles Frazier
gency relief program, will be the
to the Men’s Reformatory in South Good weather for northern New subject matter of the broadcast sion cards which will be mailed to Perry. Kelley B. Crle, Harold E.
applicants after the close of receipt Whitehlll, John W. Trott and Ho
England on Armistice Day. Slightly
Windham Tuesday.
on the "United States Government
of applications.
warmer.
ratio Cowan.
Reports" series to be held Monday
Tltere will be a food sale Satur
evening,
Nov.
14.
at
7.16
p.
m.
over
The Raspberry Club had one of
Golden Rod Chapter. OES., The large oil painting of the
day afternoon unstairs at the SenStation WGAN Portland
The
meets Friday night. Officers need Steamer City of Rockland, disap
ter-Crane Company store by Rock Its Jolly outings at The Thorndike
broadcast will take the form of an
Hotel Tuesday night.
not wear white. There will be no peared from the northern wall of
land Girl Scouts.
Interview between 8cott F. Kit.
supper.
the Thorndike Hotel lobby Tuesday,
Late arrivals: Blueberries from tredge Executive Assistant of the
Darold Hocking of St. Oeorge and
and will make Its re-appearance In
National
Emergency
Council,
and
Gordon Richardson of this city, Appleton, sent by Ira Proctor; and
The cost of holding the Novem Proprietor Eugene M. O'Neil's sum
members of the freshman class at roses from the home of Harold Ul Robert E. Burns, accountant In ber term of Superior Court was mer cottage at Crescent Beach.
charge of the United States Treas $1069. Jurors received $390 and the
Colby College are pledged to Delta mer, 21 Old County road.
The warship pictures, personal
ury Accounts Office for Maine.
Upsilon fraternity.
criminal costs amounted to $203.
property of Mrs O’Neil, were also
Prom Knox Hospital comes a fa
removed with the O’Neil effects.
vorable word concerning John J. Gus Caret of Augusta will meet
Mrs. Elizabeth Passon won the
Wardwell who. however, undergoes a Butch Wooster of Rockland at Au 12 pound turkey given as a door
Clean up sale on 1938 refrigera
I second surgical operation within a gusta City hall Friday night. In the prize at the dance held at Pleas
tors. Liberal discounts—liberal al
week or so.
main bout of ten three-minute ant Valley Grange hall last night.
lowances—full guarantee.
Five
rounds. This fight means much io
years
on
new.
three
years
on
used
Howard Dunbar and Earl Bar both boys as the winner will meet
The Juvenile Grange met last
ron returned empty-handed from a Lou Cooper, Bath Iron Works welder Saturday, and the program proved refrigerators- Don’t wait. McLoon
search for big game below Machias and claimant of the State heavy to be the ninth birthday party of Sales & Service, 21 Limerock St .
Rumor hath it that the titled hunte; weight title. It is the opinion of Jackie Passon and kept as a sur Rockland opposite Post Office.—
got a consolation prize in Apple- fans that Wooster will k. o. Caret, prise. Games were played, Barbara sdv.
ton yesterday.
however this will be a real fight as Benner pinned the cat's tail cor
Rummage Sale, Saturday. Nov.
both boys have trained hard for the rectly and Elwyn Hickman won the
12,
at Universallst Church. Doors
The Foto Fans will have their last two or three weeks and will
race. Refreshments of candy, pop
133-135
next meeting Tuesday night and at fight to the end. Also four other corn and apples were served. Next open at 9 a. m—adv.
that time will enter mounted photo bouts. Johnnie Knight of Camden
meeting Nov. 19 at the hall.
graphic prints for the approaching vs. Tiger Koherl of Augusta; Bull
hobby show. Mounts for the pic Dog Roy of Augusta vs. Artie Small
BORN
tures may be obtained from J. C. of Portland; Bobby Mandell of Au Kimball—At the Maine General Ho.
pltal In Portland, to Mr and Mrs
Burrows.
Every Friday Night
gusta vs. Young Paul of Portland; Norman Kimball, of Portland. (Mias
and Henry Lynch of Portland vs. Shirley Payson, formerly of Warren) a
daughter—Sandra Louise.
Glen Cove Grange Hall
An observant citizen suggests that
Hoffses—At Themaatoa. Nov 8. to Mr
If ycu had only to use your wish j the weatherbeaten flags be removed Georgle Minor of Gardiner. A rec and
Mrs. Ralph Hoffses I Fern Ben
ner). a son—Robert Clark
bone instead of your Wallet. If j from the graves of the veterans of ord crowd Is expected.
you could have your chdke of any
[ the various wars. Sun. wind and
MARRIED
Tomorrow night is the big dance
o’coat in Knox County and didn't rain have raised havoc with them
Staples-Firth—At Rockland, Oct. 211
of
the
season
at
Community
Build

ib-1
have to bother about money.
and they make a very sorry ap
ing given by Winslow-Holbrook Post ert B Staples and Ooldle E Firth, botn
of North Haven.
Your best bet would still be pearance.
In observance of the 20th anniver
Gregory’s!
sary of the American Legion $25 in
DIED
Officers of the Missionary So
Yes . .. Sirs ... down here hang cieties of the Littlefield Memorial cash will be given as a door prize Small—At Rockland. Nov 8. William
age 51 years. 6 months. 28 days
ing on a hanger is a Viking Colt Free Baptist Church for the com with beacon blankets smoking sets, Small,
MORTICIANS
Erickson—At
Rockport.
Nov
9
that was built to make you happy, ing year are: Woman's Missionary ash trays and chocolates as dance Mathilda M.. widow of John Rrlcluon.
aged 74 years. 9 months. 18 days
warm and gay. This overcoat Society—President. Mrs. Maggie prizes. The music will be fur Funeral at the home Saturday at 2
Ambulance Service
has the instating proportions or Farnham; vice president. Mrs. nished by Young's 10-piece band p. m.
featuring old and new dances.
TELS. 390 AND 7(1-1
cork.
Ralph Conant; secretary. Mrs
FRANCES FARWELL Bl’RPEE
Turkey and chicken beano will be
A layer of cork placed be Ralph Norton; assistant secretary’, held as part of the entertainment
Entered Into rest. Frances Farwell
361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
Burpee. Nov. 9. 1938. Requiem at St
119-tf
tween the overcoating and the Mrs. Arthur Gray; treasurer, Mrs. The doors will open at 730 beano Peter's Church at 10 a ni Saturday,
lining piovides an air chamber Gena Atherton; assistant treasur starting at 8 o'clock and dancing Nov 12
which as in a house, keeps the er, Mrs. Alice Knight; work. Mrs from 9 to 1 o’clock. Those who do
body heat in and the cold of win Gena Atherton; program commit rot care to dance may enter the
ter out. Gives you America’s tee, Mrs. Ralph Conant and Mrs. beano room only free of charge. En
Charles Marstaller; objective chart.
only air conditioned overcoat. At
joy the holiday by attending this
[Mrs.
Harry Chase; visiting commit
least come in and see it.
dance and securing your Thanks
tee Mrs. Sidney Munro and Mr.-,
giving turkey with some of the
Mildred Henderson; remembrance
$37.50
other valuable dance prizes.
[Mrs. Josie Grover. Abbie G. San
derson, World Wide Guild, counMt. Rock Fleeced
Small's meat place on Upper Park
jsellor, Miss Mabel Seavey; asstreet resumes business as usual,
Overcoat*
sistant counsellor, Mrs. Sherman
starting today.—adv.
135-136
.Lord; president, Miss Gladys Gray;
$45.00
I vice president, Miss Ruth Pack
The Quality of QUAKER FEEDS Was Never
ard; secretary. Miss Geneva Hill;
Questioned—Fully Guaranteed
Top Overcoat
assistant secretary, Miss Marguewith Zipin lining for fall and [ rite Gray; treasurer Miss KathSATURDAY 130
winter
FUL-O-PEP SCRATCH GRAIN, 25 lb bag 54c
[ leen Chase; assistant treasurer.
SENTER CRANE'S I upstairs)
Miss
Laura
Candage:
program
$35.00
FUL-O-PEP EGG BREEDER MASH,
Auspices Girl Scouts
{committee, Miss Evelyn Bragg, and
25 lb bag 68c
135*11
All three garments designed and Elinor Nye; work, Therese Bragg;
BIG
EGG
LAYING
MASH,
*
25 lb bag 59c
manufactured by Adler, Roches 1 Sara B. Gowen World Wide GuildCounsellor, Mrs. Charles Marstalter Co.
G. A. R. HALL
FUL-O-PEP SCRATCH GRAIN, 50 lb bag 1.04
|ler. president Miriam Dorman; vice
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 13
FUL-O-PEP EGG BREEDER MASH,
If you would like to have S. W. i president, Lucy Munro; secretary,
2.30 and 7.45 P. M.
Gngoiy call with his made-to- Ruth Hammond; treasurer. Leona
50 lb bag 1.24
SPIRITUALIST PHILOSOPHY
MANY MESSAGES
measure line of clothing, tele [Lothrop; work, Barbara Bartlett;
BIG
EGG
LAYING
MASH,
50
lb bag 1.05
Music and Short Lecture
Heralds—Counsellor, Miss Evelyn
phone 294.
George A. Jones, Reader
Eragg; assistant counsellor, Miss
185*lt
SUGAR SCHUMACKER FEED, 100 lbs 1.49
Barbara Bartlett; president. CHenice
16% DAIRY RATION,
100 lbs 1.53
Munro; secretary and treasurer,
20%
DAIRY
RATION,
100 lbs 1.71
Marian Bartlett; membership. Doris
Munro; work, William Bragg, Jr.
24% DAIRY RATION,
100 lb* 1.76

WALDO THEATRE

Civil Service Exam

Page Three
MRS. HATTIE ERSKINE

MILKMEN HONORED FOR HEROISM

>w» NOVEMBER"»»
‘ Xj1 2 3
8 9 10
6
13 TU5 16 17
202 122 23 24
27 213 29 30

4 5
11 12
18 19
25 26

TALK OF THE TOWN

DANCING

If wishes were
O’coats...

BURPEE'S

Quaker Feeds
DAIRY AND POULTRY
ON SALE AT BOTH OUR MARKETS

FOOD SALE

GREGORYS

SEAPLANE SERVICE
Fare $2.50 each way
(Round Irin rate discontinued)
LEAVE DAILY
ROCKLAND
VINAL HAVEN
NORTH IIAVEN
8.00 A. M.
8.15 A. M.
8.25 A. M.
3.00 P. M.
3.15 P. M.
325 P. M.

AIRWAYS, INC.
NEXT TO PUBLIC LANDING
TEL. ROCKLAND 338.
NIGHT TEL. THOMASTON 86
ROCKLAND, MAINE
134-135

Ambulance Service
•

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

BIG EGG LAYING MASH,
100 lb*
FUL-O-PEP SCRATCH GRAIN, 100 lbs
FEEDING CORN MEAL,
100 lbs
CRACKED CORN,
100 lbs
HEAVY LARGE POULTRY OATS,
21/, bu.
FUL-O-PEP EGG BREEDER MASH,
100 lbs

2.01
1.84
1.40
1.40
1.53

2.36

THE PERRY MARKETS

Mr,. Clarenca Fraim, Wilmington. Del., chairman. Department of Public Welfare,
American Federation of Women's Clubs, made the preeentation to
W. A. Turner, left, and Frederick Fenton.

Milkmen heroes honored with
Pasteur Medals, presented by the
Milk Industry Foundation, for deeds
of valor on early morning rounds
were acclaimed at the national milk
conventions in Cleveland.
W. A. Turner, Richmond, Va., re
ceived the gold Pasteur medal for
swimming flood waters with milk
can9 tied on his back to supply a
boys’ camp. Frederick Fenton, Long
Island, received the silver Pasteur
medal for rescuing guests in a hotel
fire. Bronze medals were awarded
to fourteen other milkmen.
“If milk could be produced on the
farm at less cost and sold more
cheaply, more of it would be used,”
said Prof. H. B. Ellenberger, Uni
versity of Vermont, speaking at the
meetings. “This would benefit the
consumer, profits for the producer
and distributor would be more secure.
“It is unfair to compare a com
posite price,” he said, “to the farmer
of 3 cents per quart to a retail price
of 12 or 13 cents to the consumer and
imply that the difference represents
the distributor's margin.”

A forecast of improved sales in the
milk industry for 1939 was made by
R. C. Fisher of Wellesley Farms,
Mass., president of the Internation
al Association of Milk Dealers.
“Milk was the only major farm
commodity which returned farmers
more money during the first six
months of 1938 than the same period
in 1937,” he said.
American consumers enjoy the
best and cheapest milk supply in the
world, L. J. Taber, Master of the
National Grange told the conven
tions. "It is entirely possible to work
out a standard of producer-distribu
tor relationships that will help agri
culture and above all the consumer."
A multiplicity of regulatory, price
fixing and cost-increasing legislation
has swept through the milk industry
with such force that much needed
promotional work to increase con
sumption has been curtailed, said W.
A. Wentworth, secretary of the
Dairy Industry Committee.
Frank F. Rennie, Jr., Richmond,
Va., was elected president of the In
ternational Association; A. G. Mar
cus, Pasadena, Calif., vice-president.

Mrs. Hattie Erskine, widow cf
Charles M Erskine, died suddenly
Nov. 3. at heT home, 764 Andover
street, Lowell Mass., aged 81 years.
She was born In Lowell. Dec. 26.
1865. the daughter of Cyrus K. and
Mercy Sears Russell. She was edu
cated in the Lowell schools. She
was a member of All Souls church
and of the Women's Alliance of the
church, and of the Middlesex
Women's Club, joining a year after
its organization.
She was married to Charles M.
Er.'klne Oct. 19, 1881. Her first
years of married life were spent in
Philadelphia, later returning to
Lowell, where she spent the last 50
years. She is survived by two
daughters. Mrs. O. Thorndike Trull
of Lowell, with whom she made her
home, and Mrs. George Blaney of
Honolulu, Hawaii, and three grand
daughters. Alice and Marguerite
Blaney and Dorothy Trull.
Many relatives and friends at
tended the funeral services Satur
day afternoon at the home of Mrs
Trull, Rev. Simeon E. Cozard, pas
tor of All Souls church, officiated.
The bearers were Philip M. Bat
tles. Charles R. Brigham. Frederic
A. Tuttle and William H. O Wight.
Burial took place In the family lot
In Lowell Cemetery, where the com
mittal prayers were offered by Rev.
Mr. Cozard.
Turkey Shoot Sunday Nov. 13 at
Lothrop's Farm, one mile afcov?
Mirror Lake Hunting rifles and
shot guns O. K.. but no telesccp?
cr target sights. Sponsored E D.
Rifle Club—adv.

Buy Thursday for Friday — Closed All
Day Friday — Armistice Day
YEARLING LAMB CUTS

FOREQUARTERS

1.

For Stewing or Smother

HP

SHOULDER CHOPS

15/

HAMBURG STEAK

15/

RUMP STEAK

29/

—THIS STEAK IS GOOD QUALITY AND BONELESS.

I.B.

25/

EACH

79/

LB.

12/

DELIVERED TO US
FRESH DAILY

pL 17/

SIRLOIN STEAK
—CUT FROM QUALITY BEEF

CHICKENS

SOFT MEATED
CUT FOR FRYING

SMOKED FILLETS

WHILE
THEY LAST
SMOKED IN
ROCKLAND

FRESHLY SHELLED CLAMS

SODA CRACKERS
GRAHAM CRACKERS

4 POUND
CONTAINER

27/
lb. pkg. 9/

NATIONAL BISCUIT CO— EXCEL.

FIG BARS
3 pounds 25/
PERRY'S SUPREME DONUTS 2 „„z.29/
SUGAR Granulated
10 lbs. 46/
POUND
HOUSEWIFE BRAND—YOUR
55/
FLOUR GUARANTEE IS PRINTED ON EVERY BAG 24’/* BAG

». 9/
SALT PORK
LB. 17/
SMOKED SHOULDERS
12 OZ
TIN
25/
HORMEL SPAM
PURE LARD
2 LBS. 19/
BUTTER ™
2 LBS. 55/
LARGE
RINSO or OXYDOL
2 PKGS. 37/
EVAPORATED MILK
4 CANS 23/
PRUDENCE
HASH 2 TINS 35/
PKG 9/
PILLSBURY'S FARINA
PKG
15/
PILLSBURY'S BRAN
PKG. 23/
PILLSBURY’S SNOSHEEN CAKE FLOUR

THE PERRY

MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY • USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST.MARKET

Every-Other-Day
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crett Winchenbach and Wilmot Da TOWN MEETING POSTPONED
NORTH WAL DOBORO ttnde<1 a meeting of Knox Pomona
UNION
CUSHING
.
uvujvhv,
Grange entertained by South War
vis are on a hunting trip to MacGross Neck School Awaits Action of These Hue warm days cause empty ren Grange last Saturday. The day
Church of the Nazarene
The grand weather of the past
wahoc
few weeks is in a way compensating
was devoted to ©lection of officers
Citizens Next Year—School Mat- fj,e xine are grazing on the hills,
Carroll T. Cooney and Robert
A
special
selection
“
It
Is
Mine"
The fuel stored for furnace fires
for the miserable July.
and their installation. The greetters
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor Cooney spent the weekend ln town.
Need not now be used to banish chills.
was sung Sunday morning by Mr.
Though
deep in autumn's time of ing of old friends and the making
Postmaster and Mrs. Charles
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.
Mrs. Lila Lovejoy, Mrs Oerald
and Mrs. Herbert E. Mank and Rev.
In consideration of a letter from
yearPeterson of Green Lake were guests
Warm summer days seem to prevail; of new acquaintances Is by no
Dalton and Louis Bolssenneau'.t
In other years days were made drear
means the least pleasant feature J. W. Ames. The pastor's sermon | Sunday of Wlllam McNamara,
Mr. and Mrs John H Lovell at many useful gifts from the as were Rockland visitors Wednesday the state Department Of Education By
falling snow and chilling gale
j was taken from the ninth chapter
E Q Roblnson formerly of the Grange meetings.
Those present j Mrs. William Sprague of Isling permitting further postponement,
tended Alton Hall Blackington’s lec sembled guests.
Mr and Mrs. M. F. MacFarland,
! of the book of Hebrews. It was
Foster
Mank
was
taken
to
the
were Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Hitlon, I
ture Tuesday night in Rockland.
ton. Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. of action in regard to the Gross of California, but at present making Maine General Hospital ln Portland missionary day in the church school son Stanton, recently visited rela
tives In town, and will spend Armis
Miss Ora A. Mason who has been Mr. and Mrs. John A. Dvorak Jr.,1 Milton I. Sprague. Mrs. Sprague Neck schoolhouse until the next her home with her son. Herbert
last Thursday for observation and! and Mrs- Ames «ave
highlights
tice Day here.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mason Mr. and Mrs. Warren Colwell, Mr. will be joined Thursday by Mr. annual town meeting, the petition Howard, in Portland, was a guest
possible operation. His wife. Fred j °f the missionary convention which
tor several weeks is in Cambridge. and Mrs Kenneth Hilton, Mr. and Sprague, their son Stanley and Miss for a special town meeting has been for several days of Mr. and Mrs G.
Mrs. S. H. Olson and daughter
she recently attended in Massachu
Mass., where she will remain tor the Mrs. Harold David Mr. and Mrs Edith Parker. They will then go j withdrawn Accordingly the School Cleveland Walter. She returned to Vannah and Mrs. Maude Mank ac setts.
Ida and son John have been re
companied him
Richard Ralph, Miss Barbara Ben to North Waldoboro where they will Board has voted to do everything Portland Thursday.
winter.
Birthdays were observed by the cent victims of mumps.
“Junior' Morse is placing demonRev. Mary Gibson, pastor of the ner, Russell Hilton, Mrs. Hilda be guests of Miss Belle Sprague ' possible to make the building as
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Rowell
lighting
of candles for Herbert E.
EAST LIBERTY
North Waldoboro Methodist Church Somes, Miss Beverly Richards. Miss until Sunday.
comfortable as the situation will strator radios ln the homes of resi
Mank and Mrs. Dorothy Howard; ! were recently
in Washington
was the speaker Tuesday afternoon Margaret Cuthbertson and Miss
dents.
the $1.35 given will go for the sup- 1 county on a hunting trip,
With prominent club women and permit until that time
Mrs.
Eunice
E.
/Quigg
was
well
re

at the Woman's Club. Nineteen Ruth Miller.
For the Information of the citi
Mrs Maude Clarke Gay of Waldo
port of Native workers on the for- ( Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Morse left
Edna Howard is home from tbe
members and two guests were pres
Mi's. Althea Winchenbach and boro. president of the Maine Fed zens of the town at large, however, I Bangor hospital where she has membered by friends wibth cards, eign fields. The pastor’s text at the 1 last week for Florida. They were
confectionery
and
fruit
on
Nov.
3,
ent. Tea was served at the close of Miss Isabel Kaler leave today for eration of Women’s Cluhs as guests the Board made a careful Inspection
tralning as nurse.
evening service was “The miracle I accompanied as far as Reading,
her 85th birthday.
the meeting by the hostesses Mrs a short visit in Boston.
of honor, the Bangor Junior Wom of this building and found it to be
of the new birth." The pastor read Mass by his mother Mrs. Mary
Mr. and Mrs. D. O. Stahl, who
Mrs. Everett Fish accompanied by
Isabel Labe and Mrs. Nan Weston.
Mrs Richard Elkins returned an’s Club entertained at a reception ir. such a condition that an outlay have been spending a few days at
the average attendance for the first Morse who will spend the winter
The Woman's Community Club of Tuesday from a visit in Portland. Monday night at the YWCA. In of sufficient money to meet the re- ... ,. .__ .
.
t
, her daughter Mrs. Leigher and chil- six months of the church year, 51 with her daughters in that [State.
«
, < i*.
. aren
Hrpn cauea Aimd&v
on 'her friends
the law
would
be en- tneir
. _ old
. home 4 here, ha\e
. „returned
T
ounaay on iwr menus
Union will present the program next Charles Howard arrived Wednes the receiving line were Miss Carolyn quirements of. xw
. . unwarranted.
© j The situation,
A4
theirand
present home
in
Wiscasset,
with whom <sho worked
vears agn, at the morning preaching service Mr. and Mrs. Morse will travel slow
tirely
Mr
E
,
mer
c
„
"Xoitai
Tuesday afternoon.
day from Augusta. He will spend Currier, president of the clulx
and 25 for the evening. The church ly on their way to the land of sun
hpr(?
Hattie Adams and Etta Oilman,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Weston re the weekend at his home here.
attendance for the month of Oc shine and flowers, visiting places
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay, presi therefore, automatically resolves it- Wiscaa>et
Frank Sukeforth of Burkettville tober averaged 57.
turned Tuesday from Portland I Mrs. Hervey Allen will be guest dent of the MFWC: Mrs Arthur self into a choice between convey-, Burnhelm„ Bros
a
of interest and have no particular
called Sunday on Mrs. Clara Wey
where they had spent a tew days. speaker at the meeting of the Com C. Strout of Dexter, director of dis jing the pupils and the construction stQrerooln at Winslow.s MUls
Subscription to the “Herald of place in view to remain taking in
mouth and at Kervln Rogers.’
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Reed have munity Garden Club tonight. Mrs. trict two MFWC; Mrs Benjamin of a new building, toilets and wood- , accomm(xtote the lncrease of
Holiness’ the official paper of the 1 all tlie sights meanwhile,
returned to New York.
Laurence Colby, Earl Adams and church of the Nazarene, total 60 to j M.J. Maloney has bagged several
Allen will speak on “Rock Gardens.’’ Shaw, president of Athene Club; shed. The voters will no doubt be
fhlcken
served by
Leslie Hall each got a deer the
Miss Geraldine Porter won first
of
E
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Brum Mrs. Edna G. Hersey, president of asked to decide the question at the , Lfldles
date. The goal is 125 by Nov. 30. coons the past week as well as ifoxes
past week and William Pease and
prize with her song “Blue Skie< in mitt have closed their home het£J the Bangor Woman’s Club. Mrs. next annual town meeting.
Much credit is due the Pastor for as has Harry Young, shooting two
I Nov. 1, at New Century hall and
the stage show and amateur con ’ and returned to Roxbury. Mass Harold Miller, president of the
Children at the Brick school are I sponsored by Bumheimer Bros- party of Port Clyde got a nine-point his untiring efforts in the securing In one day
test held Tuesday’ night at the for the winter.
Home Culture Club; Mrs. Laforrest enjoying the new swings provided was said to be the best ever partak buck Saturday near Kervin Rogers' of subscriptions.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Cushman
Waldo Theatre.
Polly Parsons,
The annual Red Cross roll call Wright, president of the Nine by the Woman's Club. The addition en of ln tills place. Besides the ac- residence.
The monthly missionary meeting were Port Clyde visitors Sunday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W
L.
Grant
at

young daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Nell has opened. Headquarters have teenth Century Club; Mrs. Benja Cf a volley ball, net and basket-ball, custcmed fced furnished by the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rivers,
was held at the home of Miss Mary
Parsons of Damariscotta was the been established at Miller's Barber min P. Williston, president of Nor- goals provides recreational oppor- (ice cream giRg..r ale figars ciga. tended the funeral Monday of his
Ware and Eva Ware Tuesday night. caughters Ernestine and Rita of
father, Herman Grant who died
winner of the second prize with her Shop The committee in charge of umbega Club; Miss Barbara Hill, tunities for all children in the
rettes and matches were furnished
An all-day zone rally will be held Washington were visitors Sunday
Nov. 5 at his home in Columbia
song and tap dance. Theresa Tar- the drive is Mrs. Lawrence Weston, president of the Queen City Club; building, from the first grade to the
as extras by the sponsors. The
in the Fairfield church Armistice iin town.
diff of Bath was third in the con chairman, assisted by Mrs Herbert and Mrs. Herbert D. Eaton. Mrs. sixth.
Falls.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hanley and
banquet was given to the patrons
day. An evangelistic sermon will
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Percy
White
re

test with her “Salt Shaker’’ dance Maxey. Mrs. Earl Spear. Mrs A. D. William H. Martin. Mrs Harold
The equipment marks one of the of Burnhelnier Bros specifically the
be preached in the evening. Serv his father of Thomaston have been
Miss Greta Rogers, director, acted Gray. Mrs. Florence Shuman. Mrs. W. Coffin and Mrs. Fred D Marsh, many improvements which distin- ffederi> of grain supplied by Charlcs cently attended the funeral of his
ices Sunday: Worship, 10 o'clock; occupying the Fry cottage. Hath
os master of ceremonies.
Ethel Benner. Mrs Elsie Mank. Mrs advisors for the Junior Women’s I guish the new school from the old M Cox Co (Worthmore, whlch aunt, Mary Patterson of Belmont.
Church school 11.15; Young Peoples orne's Point for a few days.
A surprise birthday party was Isabelle Labe. Mrs. A. E. Boggs. Mrs. club.
Charles and EM. Grinnell of Ao■ In the schools of a generation ago companv went 50.50 with Burn.
5.30; season of prayer, 6 30; evening
tendered Mrs. Richard Ralph at the Franklin Randolph and Mrs. Louise,
1 the importance of play in the later, ,.eimer Bras ln
th<? expense pleton were here Saturday with preaching at 7. Prayer meeting to
WASHINGTON
home of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Talt Miller.
their dogs and caught two heifers
The public is cordially invited to life of the child was little recog- 1
was entailed by the feeding
night
at
7.30.
Friday night. Mrs Ralph received Walter Clark, Vellis Weaver. Ev- 1 the C.MP. Co. cooking school to
for Clarence Howes which had be
nized. Today the opportunity of ■ ot 230 patrons and their wives. After
The public is cordially invited to
come wild in the pasture.
be run Wed. Nov. 16 .in LOOP,
play Is regarded as one of the DI- tbe feast ended the company was The public is cordially invited to the C.MP Co. cooking school to
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brown of
hall. Union. Food cooked given to vine rights of childhood, as well as delightfully and profitably enter
the C.MP. Co. cooking school to be run Wed. Nov. 16 .In LOOP’,
Far H Years Vicks Advertising has been pasted upon by a Foard of rhyticians.
audience. No admisson. All wel 1 the basis of a well-rounded man- tained for an hour or more by Freeport were weekend guests at be run Wed. Nov. 16 .in 1.0Of. hall. Union. Food cooked given to
come. Come Wednesday at 7.15 I hood and womanhood, later on.
1 hall. Union. Food cooked given to audience. No admisson. All wel
George Coleman of Brunswick, Leroy Howes '
o'clock Thanksgiving menus will
! audience. No admisson. All wel- come. Come Wednesday at 7.15
field agent for the Cox Co. in a
Don't marry an automobile wife
be featured—adv. 132. 133, 135. 136 Oakland were weekend guests of dilation on the feed, care and profit
I come. Come Wednesday at 7.15 o'clock Thanksgiving menus will
on a wheer-barrow salary.
John Rines.
tn the poultry industry. At the
o'clock. Thanksgiving menus will be featured—adv. 132. 133, 135, 136
Clears
Stuffy
Head,
Too-Even
when
Use specialized medication
your head is all clogged up from a
Paul lives shot an eight-point c]ose 0{ the lecture a number of
be featured.—adv. 132. 133. 135. 136
EAST
WALDOBORO
for nose and upper throat
neglected cold, Va-tro-nol brings
buck Saturday
questions were put up to the speak- WHAT CAUSES EPILEPSY?
where most colds start
comforting relief. It quickly clears
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Watson and er which he answered ablyaway the clogging mucus, reduces
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Miss Una Clark. Miss Adelaide
IS THERE A CURE?
Helps Prevent Colds Developing-Don’t swollen mem
j son Raymond of Bath were callers
Mrs. Margaret Newbert and
FEEL its tingling
wait until a miserable cold develops. branes, helps
Wright, and Miss Myrtle Reever of
A booklet containing the opinions of
Sunday at L. L. Manks.
daughter Phyllis Mrs. Florence famous
____ doctors on this interesting subA meeting will be held in Long
At the very first warning sneeze, to keep the medication go to work I
Augusta were weekend guests of
sniffle, or nasal irritation-put a few sinuses from
Mr. and Mrs Perley Winchen- Flanders Miss Louise Mank. Miss Ject will be tent free, while they last. Cove at the school house Sunday
being
blocked
drops of Vicks Va-tro-nol up each
Mrs Nellie Reever. who motored I bach of Back Cove were guests isabelle Sprague. Mrs. Addie L. lo «ny reader writing to the Educational at 2 p. m, Rev. S. Navala. the
nostril immediately. Used in time, by tne cold- Vicks
THE TIMES /
Division, 551 Fifth Avenue, New York,
with them Saturday to Wilton
Va-tro-nol helps to prevent the de 1 e t s you
Sunday of his sister Mrs LaForest Waiter. Mrs Maude E. Mank at- N. Y„ DepL N366
j speaker
a tro nol
velopment of many colds.
breathe again.
Miss Grace Strom of Hollis Cen Mank
,
ter is at Mrs. T. T. Black's. ,
The
tractors are plowing
Used in more homes than any other medication of its kind
Fred Rines and son Floyd of at Irving Sawyers farm.
1790110 f
L I. Mank motored to Augusta
recently.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Robinsor.
of South Warren were callers Sun- '
MORE LIGHT in
MORE LIGHT in the
MORE LIGHT in
day at Mrs. N. S Reevefs.
the Kitchen
Living Room
the Bedroom
Leavritt Mank and John Rines"
were in Wiscasset Tuesday to serve*"
j on the grand jury.
LaForest Mank and daughter
i Margaret called Sunday on Mrs.
Annie Wallace in Friendship.
a sri:
Charles Bowers, Jr., was on a mo
ai
,.Y
tor trip to Boston a few days re
cently.
Guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs !
Otto Bowden were Mr. and Mrs j
Ernest Bowden and two children.
Mr. and Mrs Frank Rich and two
j children Mr. Spear of Hallowell
I and Miss Ruth Rowell of East
j Madison.
: Mir. and Mrs. Earl Sheldon of J
1 Warren have moved to A Wiley's
i house, formerly owned by Franklin
! Brackett.

WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

ESCAPf - ’MISfRY OF COLDS

READ THE ADS
lW«afr>we)

V -

V#
-

electricity

the cost of

goes

DOWN AS YOU USE MORE OF IT!

WEST WALDOBORO

Good lighting and beautiful
lamps “utake a room!"
. TltEAT

YOlll HOME

« Better Light—Better Sight L amp
• There's a double advantage when you light-modernise with
new Better Light-Better Sight I E S Lamps! .. . First, you gain
in eye comfort, because these are the lamps designed according
to the specifications of the Illuminating Engineering Society.
Eye specialists and educators recommend them for better seeing.

• Second, you gain in beauty. For not only are these lamps
beautiful in themselves, but they give a soft, glare-less illumina
tion, that greatly increases the beauty of your room furnishings.
• Our stores are stocked with an unusual assortment of new
Fall numbers—lhe most beautiful we’ve ever seen, and the most
reasonable. Please step in and see them.

CENTRAWAAIH
POWER^-COMPANY

e

Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Nash and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kaler mo
tored Tuesday to Boothbay.
j
Mr and I!rs Freelon Van- U of
1 South Waldoboro and Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford Winchenbach were guests
Sunday , f 111. and Mrs. Altov Wir.chtnbacli.
Mi and Mrs. Harlow Gen1 > er
and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Creamer
were Rock and visitors Saturday
A te'e’Vfne has been ins .' led
in the residence of Irvine Genthner.
Mrs. Fannie Waltz visited last
Wednesday with Mrs. Alden Waltz
and Mrs Alfred Waltz at Gross
Neck.
Miss
Eleanor
Winchenbbach
picked several violets Oct. 31Mrs Jessie Bragdon and daugh
ter Marjorie of Ipswich. Mass, have
beben visiting Mrs. Cora Genthner.
Merrill Standish spent a few days
recently with his aunt Mrs. Emily
Etheridge in Round Pond.
Mrs. Frank David was in Rock
land Tuesday on a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Newbig and
daughter Mary of Friendship were
guests Sunday of Mrs. Newbig's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Kaler.
The Wesley Society met last
Thursday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Walter Kaler The next meet
ing will be Nov. 17 at the home of
Mrs. Ralph Johnson.

y
PER KWH

'ATER HEATING

PER KWH
FIRST 25 KWH

PER KWH
NEXT 50 KWH

THE BIG
IS

REASON

FOR

PER KWH
ALL THE REST

200 KWH

SLI0IM6 SCALE BASIS IN

THE CENTRAL MAINE REGION

GOING “ALL ELECTRIC”

OUTRIGHT ECONOMY ALL ALONG THE LINE.
Lights and a

with an electric water heater added, you

few small appliances use about 25 kwh a

can have all electricity over 200 kwh on

With an

our restricted service rate of lc a kwh.

This is the way it works:

month at a cost of 8c a kwh.
electric

refrigerator,

the

additional

electricity comes to you at 5c a kwh.
You get 50 kwh at this price.

An elec

That is the way in which electricity goes
down as you use more of it.

In short,

tric range would then give you most of

if you use electricity for one thing, use

your cooking jyith. 2c electricity, and

it for everything — it pays.

FRIENDSHIP
Services for Jennie H. Cook will
be held Friday at 2 oclock at the
Baptist Church. Rev. Sidney Pack
ard will officiate.

I

FOR ALL OVER-

CENT
POWt

1NE
'MPAMY

kvery-Other-Day

A Pastor Goes

SOUTHWEST

HARBOR

NORTHPORT

LINCOLNVILLE

VINALHAVEN

Grand View Grange met last
Gunners are plentiful now, and
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Barlow have
moved from the Robbins cottage to Thursday night and the third and among the lucky sportsmen are
the Henry Gray house. Mr. and fourth degrees were conferred upon Allen Morton, Norman Leadbette,', I
MRS OSCAR
LANK
Mrs. Henry Gray left Saturday for Ida Flanders. Supper was served Phoebe Moody, Raymond Drink-1
their winter home at West Palm and beano played afterwards. There water and Herbert Thomas.
Correspondent
will be no meeting tonight as many
Beach, Fla.
Miss Gertrude McKinney was
Rev. William C. Osgood, four
members will attend inspection at called home for the weekend from
The
Underwood
sisters
have
closed
years' pastor of Second Baptist and
Equity Grange. The next meeting Castine to attend the funeral of her j
American Legion and Auxiliary Squirrelhurst, their summer home,
Free Baptist Churches of Islesboro,
grandmother, Mrs. Clara McKinney. 1
will present an Armistice Day ball and returned to Boston. Mrs. Pansy will be Nov. 17.
has resigned to accept a call to the
Fred Dickey was a business visitor |
Much
sympathy
is
expressed
for
Robbins
is
with
them
for
the
winter.
and entertainment Friday night.
United Baptist Church at Topsham.
donars
local trade will be
Mrs. Ferdinand Reed has returned the family of Mrs. Marjorie Snow- in Hallowell recently.
He will enter his new field early in ' awarded. Mrs. Ambrose Peterson Is from a Bangor hospital where she deal who died in Camden. She had
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Dickey of Bel
mont were recent guests of Mr. and.
January.
■ director of the flag drill, by Miriam underwent a surgical operation. She many friends in this community.
Miss Louise Kimball of Islesboro Mrs. Melvin Dickey.
Mr. Osgood went to Islesboro Greenleaf, Alice Burgess. Eliza- is slowly recovering.
Mrs. Georgia (Hall) Morang of
Hopkins,
Dolly Dunlap,
from Swans Island where he had beth
Twenty-three members of Jeph- has presented the school at Satur
served several years as pastor. Dur- Rebecca Duncan, Olive Amiro, Nita thah Chapter, OES., visited Mount day Cove with a phonograph which Corinna, who passed a week with
ing term of service at Islesboro he,®*™' Eleanor Sawyer
Desert Chapter Tuesday at Somes- the children greatly appreciate. her mother, Mrs. Carrie Hall, re
Brown.
Melvin Beckett shot a fine deer turned Bunday.
ville. Sixteen from McKinley Chap
has labored faithfully in building, _
,
.
Roy Allen of Rockland spent the
. j The first meeting of the Ameri- ter attended.
last Thursday on the Bluff road.
up the churches ln his charge and £an AuxlHary wlll
held ,n the
weekend in town.
Mr. and Mrs. George Pingree
Sympathy is extended to Mrs.
Norman Gray has employment
a goodly number has been added to Leglon Home tonight. Supper will Gladys Crocker and relatives in the have closed their estate at Bayside,
with
his uncle, Frederick Gray, in
the church memberships. In Sec- be served.
death of Paul Crocker. Also to the formerly the Cobe Mansion, and are
Augusta.
ond Baptist Church he has accom- '■ Mr. and Mrs. E. C. McIntosh are husband, mother, brothers and in New York until Jan- 1 after
S. A. Nutt Is a visitor at the home
plished among other things the or-' expected to return this week from sister in the death of Emma G. Lake- which they will go to Florida. They
of Mr. and Mrs. George Stewart.
ganizatlon of a church choir, theBoston where Mr Macintosh un- man at a Boston hospital. The re wil Ire-open “Belvidere’ the first of
Maurice Pottle, Ernest Connors
.
! derwent a surgical operation at the mains of both Mr. Crocker and Mrs. May.
reorganization and putting into
and Earl Rankin were at home from
Lakeman were brought here for
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Martin have the U. of M. for the weekend.
working form the Christian Enburial at Mount Height cemetery. returned from Cherryfield and will
Mrs. 'Lizzie Stewart who was guest
deavor and establishment of a returned from Chlcago.
Military services were held at the spend the winter here
several weeks of her son, Capt.
series of social evenings for the,
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Williams grave for Mr. Crocker. Services for
Mrs. Wilber Moffitt who has been George Stewart, returned Saturday
younger church folk which has been :
went
Tuesday to Weymouth, Mass Mrs. Lakeman were held at Saint a patient at Waldo Hospital for five
Stanley Gray arrived home Fri
very pleasing to the young people. I
and will be guests of Mr. and Mrs. John's Episcopal Church, Rev, Mr. weeks is able to sit up daily and day from a 'Visit ln Bangor and
He also has established a contact
Woolsey officiating in the absence of | wy] gO ^jjjs wee|j jq the home of Searsport.
Frank Donavan.
with the Episcopal Church at Dark
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge Rev. Roy Carson
her daughter Mrs. Arthur Mayberry
e • • •
Harbor, a pleasure which the yearmeets Tuesday night followed by
Mrs. Clara F. McKinney
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Robbins, and of Belfast to convalesce.
around local churches had not here
social hour and refreshments
Clara Frances, widow of William
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robbins were
Rev. Duncan Rogers, Robert Cor
tofore enjoyed, thus bringing into
Edward Kessell returned Tuesday business visitors Saturday in Rock nell, Mrs. Mervyn Ingles and Shir McKinney, who died Nov, 2, had been
closer unity the personnel of the
from Rockland where he served on land.
ley Flanders were in Fairfield re in failing health for a long period,
summer colony and permanent
the Traverse jury.
but had been confined to her bea
Several of the summer colony are cently.
residents.
Walter Lyford. Fred Chllles enjoying the beautiful autumn
only a few weeks. Mrs. McKinney
Arthur
Eisnor
of
Somerville,
The church to which he will go is
I Charles Boman and Charles Web weather.
Mass. Alfred Musgrave of Marl was a highly respected woman a de
considerably larger than the com
ster, attended footbbaJl games at
Mrs. Linda Cook has closed her boro, Mass., and William Haskins voted mother, a kind neighbor and
bined Baptist churches at Islesboro.
Brunswick and Portland, returning house |and is in Medford. Mass., to of Boston spent the weekend with friend, giving of her time and as
It is made up of a union including
home Monday.
sistance in illness as long as her
spend the winter with Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Eben Eisnor.
i
the regular Baptist. Congregational
Miss Mary Neilson left Monday George Sewall.
Word has been received here of health permitted.
and Free Baptist congregations.
lor a two weeks' stay ln Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Albee left the birth of a son to Mr- and Mrs.
Deceased was a Gold Sheaf mem
It is with sincere regret that
She will attend the Vinal Haven re Tuesday for Fort Lauderdale. Fla.
ber
of Tranquility Grange and was
Harold
Fletcher
of
Saugus.
Mass.,
Islesboro people will see Mr. and
union and banquet, Nov. 19.
deeply interested in its activities
formerly of this place
Mrs. Osgood depart for wider fields.
The Antiques will meet Monday
NORTH HAVEN
Stanley Knights Is employed at She was also an honored member of
with Mrs James Hasson.
i
Vera
Greenlaw's farm. Miss Green- Beach Chapter, 018. Mrs. McKin
NEW HARBOR
Mrs Keith Carver was hostess
Mrs. Christine Lipovsky entered. jaw raises 5000 chickens each year ney was faithfully cared for by her
Tuesday night to the Knit-Wits
Knox Hospital Monday for surgical and ^aj at
present time about daughter. Mrs. Lena Rankin and Mr.
Theaf Bradley of Pemaquid
Mrs. Andrew Johnson and Mrs. treatment
j
59
p
ig
S
o
f
a
il
sizes.
A large barn with and Mrs. Harold McKinney witn
Beach is engaged in carpentry for
C. Victor Shields leave Friday for
Pierce
Tolman
is
in
Rockland
for
moder
n
equipment,
is fast nearing whom she made her home.
Dr. Fuller.
Weymouth, Mass., where they will a short stay.
j completion on this farm. Charles
Funeral services were held from
Mrs. Eva Bradley has returned
be guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
the
residence and were largely at
Frank
Sampson.
Lewis
Burgess,
ts
trie
contractor.
home from the Baptist Hospital in
Maddocks
Carl Bunker and Clyde Ames went
and ^j.s Willard Thompson tended. Rev. H. I. Holt of Rockport
Boston much improved in health,
Capt. and Mrs. Frank Rossiter recently to Bingham and will enter, and
David spent Sunday in officiated. There was an abundance
Mrs iLida Fillmosew is spending
returned Monday from Camden the Maine woods for a hunting Searsport as guests of Mr. and Mrs. of lovely floral tributes. Burial was
two weeks in Ohglsea aMtuest of
where they visited relatives.
in the family lot in Village ceme
tr'P
Ralph Rollins.
son.
Mr. and Mrs. W
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Raymond
Mr and Mrs. Bonnie Quinn are
Alton AndrAs is having a bath tery, the bearers, L. S. Russ, Ralph
Mrs. Fred Huntley Jand daughter
Judy of DamarlscoSTspent sev- ha.’e ret^
_C"nd?n.
spending a few days at Eagic room installed at his home here. Knight, Allen Pottle and Claire
Mrs
Albert
Carver
entertained
Island.
| Allen Hubbard is doing the plumb- Pottle.
eral days the past WWTWith Capt.
| the Rainbow Club Tuesday.
Those attending the fhneral from
Clyde Ames, road commissioner,1 mg.
and Mrs. George Gilbert.
Mrs. Ida MacFarland has re-1 Allie °!*0o<i was in town this reports the State road work com-1 EUi Cobb shot Monday an eight- out of town were Mr. and Mrs. Frank
turned home after visiting in Port- W€ek enroute 10 T*'° Bush
1 pleted for the year. It has covered ' point buck which dressed 238 Cooper of Belfast, Mrs. Hattie Po
land Oeorge Hook. Herbert Meluiland the past we^wj^h her sister, Station.
Station.^
_ ____
. . , Ja dUtance of 1470 fect
| pounds.
Mrs. Leslie B. Dyer entertained
ren, Mrs. Millie Hemingway and
Mfs Stella Crockett left Satur s
Mrs. Lyndon Libb
Mrs. Hattie Heald of Searsmont. Ev
day for a short visit with relatives
d Noland Wednesday at a vanishing tea.
Alexander Ham
APPLETON RIDGE
Union
Church
Circle
will
serve
erett Morrill, John Morrill and Wil
and
friends
in
Wollaston
Mass.,
and
Morton are among"tti lucky hunters. each getting a large buck deer.
ln
vestr>' toni«ht at Plainville, Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Moody lard Morrill of Belmont, Austin Ran
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Carver and J have moved to their new home the kin, Kenneth Rankin. Mrs. Georgia
Gilbert 5 30
Mr. and Mrs.
Dickey, Mrs. Alice Reynolds of Cam
friends Mr and Mrs. Badgley all former A. A. Towle place
and infant son
ugusta spent
den
and Mrs. J. C. Keeneth of Long
DEER
ISLE
of New Jersey spent the weekend
Thomas Williams motored to
Sunday at George
with relatives in town. The group Mcssachusetts over the weekend on Island, N. Y.
Hiram Morton of the S. S. Tulip.
Staten Island, N. Y„ is passing
The Hlgh S^001 Freshmen was enroute from a hunting trip in a business trip,
three weeks with his parents. Capt. elected 05 officers
Ada E- the Maine woods.
GLEN COVE
j Mrs. Nettle Philbrook of Belfast
Scott, president; Rosamond E.
and Mrs. E. R. Morton
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cunningham ] has been guest of Mr. and Mrs A.
Coleman Woodward has returned ,
of Fair- Scott- vice president; William of Brookline. Mass., were recent h. Moody and called on friends and
Mr. and Mrs. G,
home after serving as substitute'
their Knowlton, secretary; and Wilson visitors tn town. Preparations are neighbors while here,
field spent the
j Haskell, treasurer. Carl Pickering being made for a new cottage to be
cottage here.
Mr and Mrs Harrie Stanley of light keeper at Wood Island for,
M. F. MacFarlaJSf'fVWving ex of the faculty is class advisor.
built and they were accompanied Hampden Highlands have been several weeks.
Capt. Ross Eaton has been home
Carl Haskell of the Community by their architect, Geoffrey Platt, spending the past few days with
tensive work done -o»- his home.
from New York for a few days.
Albert Ward of Bristol and Russell Oa age is on a hunting trip m the
Gershom Walden of Camden ar- j Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Newbert.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Gregory. Mrs. |
Blaisdeil of Pemaquid Beach doing Maine woods,
rived Monday to do the mason work
w C. Darroch was a caller SunElizabeth Gregory and Mary Greg
the carpenter work
| Krs Harw> A Snow of East Or- on the Marden house which was re- day at L. N. Moody's.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Millett and lar‘d wai
Saturday of Opt. cently bought by M. R. Ferguson of [ Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Newbert and ory attended Pleasant Valley Grange
friend of Portland spent Saturday and Mrs Walter E. Scott
Montreal. Canada1 guests, Mr. and Mrs Harrie Stanley fair Friday.
Sidney T. Stinson has been visit
and Sunday at the Murphy camp. ! Paul w- Scoff Is building a gaThe library i^ being maintained were recent Rockland visitors,
ing
his father in Stonington.
The Willing Workers were. ra8€
temporarily in the Stationary shop
Kenneth Hustus was guest Satur
Mrs. Edith Duncan had as week
pleasantly entertained last Thurs- 1 E aine MacDonald was weekend owned by Eleanor Thornton.
day of -his sister, Mrs. Laurence
end guests her four sisters. Mrs.
day at the home of Mrs. Arietta guest of Annie Johnson.
Moody.
Grace Hart of Belfast, Mrs. Lorena
Mts. Linnie Dunbar of East Or
Bailey. Mrs. M F. McFarland was
Callers Sunday afternoon at
ORFF S CORNER
Hopkins. Mrs. Fred B. Frohock of
land visited last Thursday at Dunguest.
Maud Fuller's were Rev. Harold
roamin
Cottage.
Capt. Manville Davis and crew in
Mrs. Kenenth S. Elwell and daugh Nutter and Mr. and Mrs W. M Lincolnville and Charles Frohock.
Mrs. Hattie Hart of Rockland was
Waldo Taylor is shingling his ters Lucille and Beatrice and Ber Newbert.
the N’Jorth of Monhegan are at
dinner guest Sunday at the Duncan
house.
the Harbor for a few days
nard York were guests Sunday of
The program presented by the
William Robbins
and Karl Mr. and Mrs. Percy Elwell in Unity. Elementary School children Satur home.
Mr. and Mrs. Hauksworth of
Knowlton were in Ellsworth Satur
J. W. Gilbert has returned to clay night was well attended and
SOUTH HOPE
Belfast
have been visiting at Sid
day on business.
South Union after a -few days’ visit $19 was received to help the -Com
ney Stinson’s the past week.
The public is cordially invited to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Simps >1 of with Albee Sidelinger.
munity Club to pay for necessary
Miss Pauline Tatham attended
the C.MP. Co. cooking school to | Camden were weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. -A. B. Hoch and repairs which have been made on
the Christian Endeavor Conven
be run Wed. Nov. 16 ,ln IjOOT I Mr Simpson's sister Mrs P S Floyd Hoch were visitors Sunday at the Community Hall.
tion in Portland as a delegate, and
hall, Union. Food cooked given to j Kncwlton.
the home of relatives in Appleton.
A 200-pound buck was shot Sat
passed three days in that city.
audience. No admisson. All welMr? Raymond Torrey and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Vellie C. Weaver and urday by a party from Camden.
William Lufkin. Clifford Lufkin
come. Come Wednesday at 7.15 Mo6es Annis were visitors last Miss Cora Merry were in Rockland
Mrs. Ella MacLaughlin of War
and Louis Tatham spent Saturday
o'clock Thanksgiving menus will Thursday at Mrs. Elmer Eaton s. Saturday on a visit.
ren has been weekend guest of Mrs
in Portland.
be featured.—adv. 132s 133. 135. 136
Mrs. H. E. Porter and Miss Geral- M. E. Harriman.
Miss Margaret Cunningham who
dyn Porter were guests Wednesday
Why Get Up Nights
Arnold Pitman passed the week
of Mrs. Freda Brackett in Noble- end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. has been visiting Mrs. James Sulli
It's Nature's "Danger Signal''
RADIO REPAIRING
van, returned Friday to Orleans,
Make this 4-d*y test. Your 25c back boro
A. G. Pitman.
All makes serviced and recon If not pleased. Oet Juniper oU. buchu '
Mass.
leaves,
etc.,
made
Into
green
tablets.
George
Reed
has
.Employment
i'l
ditioned. Costs of parts and Flush the kidneys as you would the
work estimated. Tubes tested
bowels
Help nature drive out waste Gardiner.
NO. BURKETTVILLE
free of charge.
,
and excess acids.
This helps soothe
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tisdale and
the Irritation that wakes you up, causes
MAINE MUSIC CO.
frequent or scanty flow, burning, back sons Harry and Edwin of Gardiner
Merton Bradford has had
crew
Frank Winchenbach, Service
ache or leg pains. Just say Bukets to
DepL
3Th-tf
engaged in planing his lumber on
any druggist. Locally at Charles W. visited Saturday in this place.
Sheldon druggist. C. H. Moor & Co.
Milton Ludwig of Allston, Mass., the Thompson and Curtis Jots.
with a party of friends are enjoying
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Turner. Mrs. Withal Calomel—And You'D Jump Out of Bed io
the hunting in this vicinity. Mr. Lelia Turner and Mrs. Meriam
Ike Morning Ruin’ lo Co
The liver should pour out two pounds of
Ludwig is a native of this place.
Carlton were in Camden and Rock liquid bile into your bowels daily. It this bile
is not flowing freely, your food doesn’t digest
An interesting meeting of the land recently on business.
It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
Farm Bureau was held last ThursBarbara Turner and Hope Turner your stomach. You get constipated. Your
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
day at the Community House. The j spent Saturday with their cousin, sunk
and the world looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn’t get at
subject was "Selection of Clothing" i Mabel Robbins.
the cause. It takes those good, old Carter's
and the speaker Miss Esther Dun- | Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Calderwood Little Liver Pills to get these two pounds
bile flowing freely and make you feel
ham, H.D.A., gave an Informative J and family of Union were guests of
"up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet amaz*
ing
In making bile flow freely. Ask for
talk on what to look for in buying , Sunday at Miss Minnie Light's.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills hy name. 25 cents.
cottons, rayons and silk, and dem
Stubbornly
refuse anything else.
Willard Best is employed as clerk
onstrated with ready made gar at Robert Esancy’s store in South
ments, samples, etc. Attendance Liberty in the absence of George
numbered 23 and six new members Ripley who is ill at his home in
Vinal Haven & Rockland
were reported.
<
East Washington. *
Steamboat Company
Mrs. Ida F. Seavey returned Fri
Mrs. Carolyn Leigher and chil
ROCKLAND
day from a few days in Glenmere.
dren and her mother. Mrs. Mary
George Reed and family have Fish were callers Sunday on friends
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
moved to the 'Ormond Ludwig place. and relatives in Union and Liberty
Read Down
Read Un
Mrs. Albert B. Elwell, son Calvin
Mr. and Mrs. Aubert Leigher were
A. M.
P. M.
.•vw
and daughter Elizabeth made visits visitors Sunday evening at !Ray
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island. Ar. 6.00
Monday in Rockland and Tenant's Carlton's ln South Union.
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Ly. Stonington.
Harbor.
Ar. 3J0
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
ROCKLAND FUEL CO., Phone 72
Ar. 2.45
8.15 Lv. Vinal Haven,
Before marriage a woman is a
Lv. 1 30
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS man’s ideal; after marriage it’s a
122-tf
Tune In On “The Shadow" Every Sunday At 4.30 P. M„ Station WCSH
new deal.
WORK WONDIKS .

Rev. William C. Osgood Re
signs At Islesboro To
Take Topsham Church
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C

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

BROKEN TIPMO OMNbl NKOE BLENO

HOM ELAN Dor
A HIGH QUALITY BLEND OF KKOf

254

ORANGE PIKOE

GOLDEN ROSE
rj-j P£PS YOU.UP/

This week you can buy fancy quality teas al a special low price. Enjoy Homeland and Golden
Rose Teas • their remarkable strength and body combined with delicious flavor will please you.
PRICES ROCKLAND STORES ONLY
STORES CLOSED ALL DAY ARMISTICE DAY. NOV. 11
OPEN EVENING BEFORE UNTIL 9.30 O'CLOCK

BUTTER
LARD ""
SUGAR

BROOKSIDE
CREAMERY

1 LB.
ROLLS

I IB.
PKGS.

10 LB.
BAG

FINE
GRANULATED

PEACHES

LARGE
TINS

RICHMOND
SLICED OR HALVES

Evangeline
Evaporated

MILK

TALL
TINS

SPRY or CRISCO
Soda Crackers

2 LB.
CARTON

FINAST
BREAD
244 LB.
BAG

OLD HOMESTEAD
PASTRY
24'i LB.
BAG

Finast
Sliced

BACON
Sale, ol Gcuttted

SPACKITTI or ILBOWS a «

WHITE SPRAY
Macaroni
Pancake Flour
3 ”«& 17c

PEAS

Libby's corked buf 2™" 35c

AN OPPORTUNITY TO REPLENISH
YOUR PANTRY SHELVES WITH
ALL NEW PACK CANNED PEAS

Pure Honey tA.“SS“ Ss 19c

RICHMOND

Finast Pears

SWEET AND TENDER

2

A REAL VALUE

Marmalade

3"^ 25c

Standard
FANCY TINY SIFTED

Finast
GREAT BIS, TENDER

2 t^s 37c

Variety1

Shrimp f«<cv.»toiu«azi 2™“25c

23c

TINS

29c

LB.

w
DCVCTcl9eS

2 uns 29c
Q No 2 CO

17<

ORANGE

j!r

15c

MILLBROOK OR ^5 28oz
RADIO - Conl.nt. 4bOTSA<9C

YorGarden XtinsYYC

Sunbrite Cleanser 3 ™s 14c

FINAST CHOCOLATE

Good Luck

MALTED MILK
Rich in vitamin D.
Children love it Juat add milk.

LHLLING11

2 "ies 17c

Tomato Paste

I LB
TIN

A. R, G. Speciah

™ 5c

Spinach

FANCY CALIFORNIA
ENTIRELY GRITLESS

II oz
TINS

V

CUBI
starch
A Now

J PKGS

vwdlvv

Laundry Product

FRESH MADE - IN CELLOPHANE
BAGS - A WIDE SELECTION

N. B. C.
COOKIES

|PKSSE

BAG

Matches

PREMIUM
CRACKERS

OHIO ILUETIPorUNIVERSAL a
Rog ul.r IO cuEtc inch b«... |

Rolled Oats

GRAHAM
CRACKERS

l LB
PKG

I LGE
I BXS

WHITE SPRAY
Quiet er R,gul,r

3 LB
PKG

AGED
JUST RIGHT

LB

Mild Cheese

Richmond Pork A Beans 3

FRESH COFFEE
GROUND TO YOUR PERSONAL ORDER

3

Richmond

BAGBS

39'c

John Alden 2 BAGBS 33c
19c 2 bags 35c

Kybo

Hershey's Choc. Syrup

Grapefruit Juice

l6 oz TIN

SWEETENED
or NATURAL

Standard Tomatoes

Finast Peanut Butter
Dainty Jell or Pudding
BOSCO
MILK amplifier

• 6 oi
TIN

17c
10c
B

>SU»Oc
87c

I LB JAR

A PKGS 15c
II OI JAR

23c

6 rolls 19c

Richmond Toilet Tissue,

FRUITS muI VEGETABLES
APPLES

NATIVE BALDWIN

J LBS 19c

SQUASH

BLUE HUBBARD

ORANGES c^Snea 2 ° 27c

CABBAGE

ORANGES

2OOZ23C

GREEN BEANS

2 LBS 23c

CAULIFLOWER

2 HDS 15c

SPINACH

FLORIDAS

TOMATOES

LETTUCE

RED RIPE

ICEBERG

J|

LBS

10c

SOLID HEADS

LGELEAF

3L8S12c

FIRST NATIONAL STORES
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SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
Tel. 190

"
The Beta Alpha met with Mrs.
Annie Mank Monday night with 22
members and one guest. Mrs. Bessie
Rowell, present. Quilt squares were
taken and sewing occupied the eve
ning. Further arrangements were
made for Christmas work. Refresh
ments were served by Mrs. Ruby
Hall. Mrs. Elizabeth Walsh, Mrs.
lx-oiia Reed and Mrs. Eunice Tillson.
The committee on refreshments for
the next meeting is Mrs. Dorothy
Hastings. Mrs. Hilda Keyes. Mrs.
Blanche Slader and Miss Frances
Shaw.
The Whist Club met last week
with Mrs. Fannie Brown. Mrs. A. J.
Linekin won first prize and Mrs. J.
Herbert Everett second. Mrs. Earl
Woodcock and Mrs. Alton Grover
were substitutes, and Mrs. Edward
Ahern, Mrs. N. F. Andrews and
Mrs. Lilia Ames completed the
group. Mrs. Blanche Vase is to en-
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’* ’’’’’
five members gathered at her home
for an all-day session and had a
I delicious dinner at noon. The main
feature of the occasion was the ob
servance of three birthdays: Mrs.
Rose Marshall’s 83d which came
Nov. 1. her daughter Mrs. Nettie
Copeland’s and Mrs Dora Maxey's,
both yesterday. There were birth[ day cakes and remembrances for
a||_ witjj particularly warm conj gratulations and good wishes to
| ^jrs Marshall “83 years young.”
j Seventy-eight children received
the Schick test at the clinic Tues
day and Wednesday afternoon.

Camden Bowlers

—By THE COURIER-GAZETTE

‘POEMS OF PROFIT’

RIGHT HERE'? VaJWEREVOU'LL
GET 'EM/ RIGHT HERE.\

American League
W. L. PC. A.P
15 5 .760 1354
Y. M. C. A,
13 7 650 1361
Braves,
10 10 .500 1324
Knox Mill
10 10 .500 1317
Tigers,
8 12 .400 134G
Postal Clerks.
4 16 200 1270
Senators,
Individual single and total, N. Magee 128; and Grover 363.
Single team and total. Braves 502
and YMCA. 1456
Individual Averages
Strings Pins Ave
6 619 103.1
Grover.
jj
15 1477 987
N. Magee
Magee,
6 590 98 2
Dodge,
12 1175 97.11
Calderwood.
12 1144 95.4
Boynton.
15 1407 93 12
F. Magee,
12 1126 93.10
Maynard,
12 1113 929
Gross.
15 1382 92.2
Nash.
12 1102 91.10
Talbot,

CLASSIFIED//-*-^

Walter J. Keating
Walter J. Keating of Worcester,
Mass., for several years an inspector
at the Norton Co., died Oct. 31 in
City Hospital.
He was the son of the late
George and the late Helen (Rivers)
Keating.
Tlie funeral was held at Callahan
Disasters Strike 41
'»
' LOST AND FOUND "
Bros., with a requiem mass in Our
Advertteemtnte ln this column not
Lady of the Rosary Church. Rev.
three lines inserted onoe fA*
States During Year 1;45to exceed
Ft. Richard F. Riley, pastor, was
cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditions! lines live cents esch for one
MALE beagle hound lost Sunday,
celebrant.
time 10 cents for three times.
Bit white, wtth brown markings, amber
National League
—
ATsmell words to s line
The Gregorian mass was sung by
colored
eyes; reward io finder or to
W. L. P.C. A.P.
Red Cross Aids 420,000
— anyone giving reliable lnfo-mitton rethe choir under direction of Mrs.
v
!
gardlng
dog.
KAY TURNER. Thom1272
13 7 .650
Sagamores.
ft ■
Theodore Buron, organist. Mrs.
| a-ton, Tel.
_____________________ 135-130
Persons Following
14 6 700 1319
Vagabonds,
♦
! Rhea Sansoucie sang ”Pie Jesu,'
♦ A YELLOW skiff found 6 miles below
Catastrophes
14 6 700 1278
Odd Fellows.
Thomaston. Owner can have same by
'♦
proving uroper v and Having for this
Ifs.
10 10 500 1289
ft
ft
At the recessional
advertl-ement.
WOODBURY MAKER,
Earl F. Lermond of Swampscott, “Dies Irae.”
As collected by our correspondent,
5 11 .312 1222
Lions.
for sale Ash Point
134-136
That
the
past
year
has
not
been
’
easy
Washing
machine
Mass., is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Chopin's "Funeral March" was
134.136 ------------------------------------------------1219
1
15
063
Finast,
GILBERT HARMON
an easy one for the American Red ! TF1' 353-W---------------------------i
NOTICE
—
Is
hereby
given
of
the
loss
played.
Lermond for a few days.
-- -book
- numbered- 403.
— and- the
Cross is shown in a recent report
FOX and rabbit hounds for sale .of- deposit
Individual single and total. WhiteTelephone,
Camden
713
...
.
„
CLARENCE
J.
AMES.
Appleton
135*137
owner
of
said
book
asks
for
dupilHe
leaves
two
sister.
Miss
Eliza

Mrs. Wilbur Strong Is visiting her
listing disasters necessitating Red _----------------------- -------------------- — cate m accordance with the provision
house 114; and Whitehouse 299.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Walter War beth Keating of Thomaston and
Cross relief throughout the United] olfnwood nWJw.’J’; •t**’ of the state Law security trust
Team single and total. Sagamores
District
Deputy
Grand
Chief
ing.
Francis
Bate,
Esq
of
Winthrop
States
desk *4BS EARLE RIS.T??r\
co • B>' Ensign O:ls. Receiver. RockHarriet
M„
wife
of
William
J.
Rob

ren in Waterville this week.
States during
during thfl
tne mst
past twelve
twelve roU
Hightop
street. Thomaston
135*137 land. Maine. Oct. 27. 1938.
129 Th-135
489; and Vagabonds 1351.
Golda
W.
Hall
went
Wednesday
to
gave
an
inspiring
talk
on
World
Mrs. E. R. Biggers went Tuesday ertson of Thomaston and two
months.
i ig26 Chevrolet coach for sale, four-----------------------— —
Individual Averages
North Haven to inspect Gloria Peace. Thaxter Lyons was welThe report reveals that 129 domes- | good Ure9 jiooo mileage ;^can be seen
to Gardiner to be guest of Mr. and nieces, Helen, wife of Raymond L.
Strings Pins Ave. Temple. P. S.
corned by the Club as a new mem tic disasters called for Red Cross aid at Chester Hunt's. 90 Pleasant St
Mrs. H O. Hussey the remainder fo Beattie of Worcester and Miss Re
city
MARTHA E JONES Warren.
15 1375 91.10
(135*137
Robert Pendleton enjoyed a swim ber. Franklin D. Hayes and W A. in 247 counties of 41 states, and that
becca Robertson of Thomaston.— Clark.
the week.
assistance
was
given
to
420.000
per

Cobb
of
Belfast
were
guests.
Monroe.
15
1374
91.9
Sunday
at
the
Snow
Bowl.
Hos

From
Worcester
Telegram.
LUDWIO
upright
piano
for
pale,
tn
Gen. Knox Chapter, D.A.R., met
sons who were disaster victims.
• * • •
good condition, very little used. $75
Warren,
15 1371 91.6 mers’ Pond
"Bob ’ claimed the
Monday night at the home of Mrs.
“That this has been a very active j THFRE3E C. SMITH. Camden road, FURNISHED apt. to let, 3 rooms,
High School Notes
12 1063 91.1 water felt no colder than salt wa
Sherman,
Tlie manager and clerks
year Is obvious when one compares I Tfl
135-13, toilet: unfurnished apt . 4 rooms, bath.
Arthur J. Elliot. After the business
12 Knox St.. TEL 156-W
131-U
90.14
At
last
those
dreaded
exams
are
Whitehouse,
15 1364
ter at low tide in summer. He also
MAN'S fur coat for sale.glO; man's
.. .................. . .....
_
------------this year's operations with the aver suit
meeting two essays on "Democracy”
size $40, SB. lady's suit and dresses. [ FURNISHED, three room apt. to let
89
1
15
1336
Heal.
says that anyone else wishing to go over and everyone Is looking for- age of 92 disasters requiring Red ■ ice 38: Canton suit. $20: C. R WAL- for light housekeeping 31 OCEAN ST.
written by senior girls, Vieno Lin- and P store —adv.
134*136; Tel. 106-W
135If
Beverage,
15 1324 88 4 iii swimming should hurry up, as ward to receiving the report cards. Cross aid annually for the past f& LACE. Warren. Tel. 1-34.
dell and Nerita Dodge, were read
NEW milch cow for sale, also «,1I r
^5.^’
years," Chairman Norman fi. Davis
Dailey.
15 1324 88 4 it will not be long before he will
The next meeting. Dec. 5, is at the
Tlie annual health check-up is said ln commenting on the Red months bull; yearling heifer and small| IMS—Zr. ..
w___________ 1
135 137
Miller.
15 1315 87.10 be scraping off the ice for the
home of Mrs Willey.
FIVE room unfurnished apartment
now being conducted. This year Cross Disaster Relief Service report. I calf. ALEKSI RAITA. Friendship
87.3 skaters.
134*136 to let. bath; new floors, new ceilings,
12
1047
Aylward.
Mis. Grace Payson returned Tues
These
catastrophes included
E B HALL Tel 256 13. Glen
----------------------------------------------------------- garage
Mrs. Pitcher used an audiometer
sale, 5 weeks old $3. Tur- Ccvt.
Ladies' Friday Evening League
Word has been received of the
day from a visit with her sister, Mrs. Ready To Entertain a Big
cloudbursts, cyclones, epidemics. , 'PIGS forbluhel
Tel 371.« „ v
- ---- 135*137
^-=5
which
is
a
new
and
more
accurate
A.P.
PC.
W.
L.
death Oct 29, of Fred V. Ettlinger.
fires, floods, forest fires, hailstorms, cRookett South Thomaston.--------------134*136
„
roo,c“„i?»^lStLJnddern’
Ethel Cameron in Boston, and is
Crowd Tuesday After
kitchen privileges; 5 UNION ST . oppoEagles,
10 5 667 636 Sr. at his home in Staten Island. method for testing the ears. Tues tuine explosions, a school bus acci
DRY 4 ft slabwood for sale, del $3 50 site Depot
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Walsh
135*137
noon and Night
cord,
fitted
slabwood.
del.
promptly
S5
SMALL furnished house to let at
dent,
a
shipwreck,
tornadoes,
ty

634
8
7
533
Owls.
N. Y. He had for many years made day morning Dr. Armstrong ex- 1
EANCY1 U&n?*0" 18'“
'■
Head
X'w.Ur; Vw
a few days before opening her own
phoons. and wind storms.
6 9 400 603 his summer home ln Hope. He is amined the throat and heart.
134*136garage. Ideal for cottage, through fall
Condors,
apartment.
"Disaster relief was the first hu _____________________________________________
THREE pairs Hereford steers for sale
a%?i!r'?o?Ui£d
6 9 .400 655 survived by his wife, his son. Fred
Mrs. Marion Grafton was hostess the annual mammoth Outing Club, Hawks.
. ,
, . ,
. - , _
The Senior Class will hold a manitarian work of the American 1 year old. one Brown Jersey cow. calf Reasonable CALL 793-W.________ 106-tf
Individual single and total. Tounge Ettlinger. Jr, and one grandson,
to the Federated Circle Tuesday aft
Red
Cross
after
its
organization
In
two
weeks
old.
LEROY
CUNNINGHAM
MODERN
nicely
furnished
iront
feast and evening of fun Tuesday M gnd Tounge lflg
"Poverty Party" at the Opera
F D 1. Jefferson. Maine
134*136 room ta let. warm and conrfortable
Lewis Ettlinger.
ernoon. Plans were made for the
1881," Mr. Davis said. "In the en- , R USED
wood
a
Btehop
coal
rangejor
j
, House tonight at 7.30. Dancing and suing 57 years the flag of the Red i
Team single and total. Owls 358.
annual December fair and supper Nov. 15, to be held on three floors
Mrs. Earlyn Wheeler was the win
games will be enjoyed and refresh Cross has flown upon every scene of j
Xl?“new kero^sne . FIVE rood, kcW and bath.
Dec. 9. These committees were ap of the Masonic Building under thhe and Owls 688.
ner of a $25 prize in the Count_______ _______ _ ____ _________ _
- - ------ Hot air
ments
served. Everyone is requested major disaster in the United States. _;___________
refrigerator. 7 ft. capacity, low price; furnace, near Main St, Rent reasonIndividual Averages
pointed:
Supper, Mrs. Marion sponsorship of the Camden Com
The-Rs contest held by the Reliable
The Red Cross has carried relief- | «£>
e^^.gerMor^rire| able. L a TWURSTON. Tel ns^
to
wear
old
clothes.
Strings Pins Ave. Furniture Co. of Portland. She
Grafton: decorations. Mrs. Esther mandery and Community.
Mr. Payson, Allen Johnson, and food, clothing, shelter, medical aid, worrey. 65 Park St. Tel. 26-w
sreni.R
SINGLE bouse---------------------------to let at 8 Rockland
Tounge,
4 327 81 3 counted 809 Rs and the total
Cobb: aprons. Mrs. Edith Hathorne
134*136 ! at., garage
D SHAFTER. 15 RockTen of the best chefs in Knox
Frank Milliken attended thhe Bow- rehabilitation of homes and families
267
Crockett,
4
74.1
land St.
and Mrs. Lillian Comery; fancy County assisted by a corps of 25
was 826.
134 tf
—
to
more
than
2,200
scenes
of
di»j
1931
graham
Paige
for
sale,
good
_________________
doin-Maine game Saturday in
6 432 72.
aster at home and abroad, and has ’mechanical condition, four new tires' FURNLSHED apartment to let, 2
work. Mrs. Edna Young and Mrs. waitresses will serve as hearty a Rollins.
Karl Leighton left Tuesday night Brunswick
t, m non nnn —..ik twc spares. heater; cheap for cash TEL rooms, to,lei, clothes closet, shed,
2 144 72. with a party of Rockland friends
ALce McGowan; white elephant repast as ever graced a Knox Coun 1 Wilson.
expended over $140,000,000 contrib- 534-M, city.
133')j» Couple or woman alone at 72 CAMDEN
Barbara Coathup has been uted by the American public
------'
----------------------------- |8,
L
in this
134*136
71.
E.
Cookson,
4
284
table. Mrs. Nina Leach and Mrs. ty table. Fifteen hundred pounds
PLEASANTLY situated Main street |
for a week's hunting at Square awarded a 60-word shorthand tranFURNISHED
rdoni to let
MRS A.
work
of
mercy.
”
home ln Warren for sale Can be seen
! Maynard,
10 684 684 Lake.
scriDtion certificate by the Gregg
The Red Cross policies of relief, by appointment. Write ' M. C.." care C. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave , Tel. 576.
1 A. Hansen,
2 135 67.1
Thhere will be an Armistice Sup Publishing Co.
the
national chairman pointed out. this paper._________________________ 133-13$
! Cooper,
2 134 67.
Two heavy dutry tires, tubes and rims. imum
" 1 r.
have been established over a period
per and Dance in the Legion Hall
The
students
again
have
the
size 6 00x19
Used two months only. fUr,iLhed Beated 1 ,nlror ,
Robinson.
2 134 67.
Friday night.
Supper will be priviledge of enjoying educational ot years through actual experience price $15. Ford and Chevrolet parts. I Conienlen'ce;Bam‘i<r Residential ^ocZ
Diffn,
10 667 667
heaters, tires and 1929 Chevrolet motor Uon
inqulrc
MEN S SHOP, corserved at 6 30 All ex-service men and instructive moving pictures, of its workers in the field. Relief is R
8. JORDAN. 6 Kelley Lane
133*135 ner Main and
• • • •
»nd‘ Park St.. Rockland.
given
on
the
basis
of
need
of
suffer*
committee of Mrs Nina Leach, Mrs and all the fixings
and their families are invited.
Previously these pictures although ers—not ot losses. Loans, he pointed
133 tf
Ladles' Thursday League
MARINE engine for sale. 4 4 h. p ,
Lillian Comery and Mrs. Edith
After the supper dancing will be
TWO furnished rooms to let rea
AP i Mrs. Earlyn Wheeler is employed educational, were highly commer out. are never made, but relief la a Jump spark. E. O. PERKINS. Warren.
W.
L.
PC.
133*135 sonable. 23 Cedar St TEL. 1148-J
Hathorn w appointed. There will ‘ held to the excellent music of Otis
cialized. This year a new series is gift from the Red Cross ln the name
; Poppies.
12 3 .867 923 at Stevenson's Candy Store.
______________________________________ 133*135
i
32 SPECIAL Winchester for sale.
be another meeting Nov. 22 to com Dean and his Rhythm Boys who are
Rollo Gardner is on a hunting being presented by the University of its members and contributors to I lever action. $12 cash,
_____ ....
fair_____________
condition. | FOUR-rooni apartment to let. heated.
i Lilies.
800 903
1$
2
plete fair arrangements.
generously giving their services.
HARVEY GURNEY. hot water furnished at 15 Bummer St.
] Home evenings
of Maine Film Library which are its work.
133*135 [Call MRS PRWfeT. 31S W.
132-tf
1 Daisies,
10 5 .667 873 trip for a week at Whiting.
Miss Harriet Wilson has returned Dancing will be free to the Ladies
"It would not be possible for tbs Appleton.
George
Thomas.
Richard
Hop

guaranteed
to
be
free
of
advertising.
Daffydils.
4 11 .267 867
...
.
________
..
GREEN
hard
wood.
66
cord
In
1
and
Red Cross to carry out such wideto her duties at the John Bird Co ' and a small fee for the men.
‘$£ehe£
^S^'f^uS 7XS°.^u ' ES?
Snapdragons,
5 10 333 864 kins and Flcyd Maynard attended Last week the subjects of the films spread relief activities without th. |
Rockland, after a vacation.
During the afternoon and c
were
"Mechanisms
of
Breathing"
a
State
YMCA,
meeting
Wednes

LEON CALLAHAN. 9 Luce St Rockland iko „
,urtt*f information, TEL
.067 864
Forgets,
1
14
help
of
thousands
of
volunteer
workThe Little Garden Club will meet many tables of bridge will be in |
----------------_ i33«i35
«•
________________________ 129-tf
day in Winthrop.
and “Heart and Circulation." This ers." Mr. Davis said. “Volunteer. !or
Lincolnville, Rt 2
DexIndividual
single
and
total.
FURNISHED apartments to let. heatthis week at the home of Mrs. Don play under the able chairmanship
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Simpson
have
week's
subjects
were
"Digestion
of
are the mainstay ot the organize- ! dry fitted slabs, for sale. Del. ed and unheated, $3 50-$6 week, v F.
ald Whitney.
of Mrs. Clara French and assistants ter 98; and Mayhew 185.
Camden, Thomaston.
$5 8TUDI.EY. 77 Park St . Tel. 330. or 283
returned from Deer Isle where they Poods"
and
“Plant Growth.” tion, and in the past year's work Rockland.
Team
single
and
total,
Poppies
cord 4 ft: $6 for 2 cord
H C EDOE- Main St. Tel. 1154
128-tf
Mrs. Grace Butler of Belmont The bridge is being sponsored by
spent the weekend.
Throughout the year pictures will assistance from many cooperating COMB. Union. Tel. West Appleton HOUSE to let. 37 KNOX St.. Thom
Man iof her .iiMer-ln-law, I ttie
active C.CH OMb. Any-j*9®' **V*^Wj*»y
12-23.
133*138
agencies
has
made
it
possible
tor
us
aston—Lower tenement, 5 rooms and
The Knitters met Wednesday be shown in the field of biology,
Individual Averages
to answer the many calls for help."
BRUSH for banking and gardens for bath; upper 'enement^ 5 rooms and
Mrs. Albert Robinson, having ar- , one wishing to reserve tables call
night
with
Mrs.
Amos
Pitcher.
chemistry,
general
science,
and
beth.
Inquire ol ROCKLAND SAV
sale.
TEL
591
W„
city.
133*135
Strings
Pins
Ave.
While relief was being given to
rived Monday to remain until the Camden 8364.
INGS BANK
122-tf
Henry Benson and Archie Plais- physics.
ALL sizes window glass for sale
Mayhew,
82.6
8
662
victims
of
natural
catastrophes,
the
Motion
pictures,
interesting
and;
Majhew
end of the week.
FURNISHED apartment to lot at. 17
Bring In your sash for setting broken
ted
are
on
a
hunting
trip
at
There
will
be
no
school
Friday
on
Red
Cross
was
not
unmindful
of
the
Dexter.
10 812 81.2
glass. J A KARL & CO. opp Park Warren St. Inquire at 11 JAMES ST
Rev. Donald Perron of Lowell., instructive, wifi be shown free to all i *-)exterCostigan.
account of Armistice Day
132*137
necessity for preparedness plans to Theater. Tel. 745 W.
Bennett,
10 798 798
Mass, has accepted the call ex- ' under direction^)! Milford Payson. j ^ennett’
UPSTAIRS apt wtth bath to let. InThe
Friday
Club
will
meet
with
___ arise
_____
VERY good buys—Superior lumber:
meet
emergencies
that
may
ln
Kirk,
10 794 79 4
qulre 12 KNOX ST Tel. 156-W 131-tf
anv American
rnmmnnilv
Red Matched pine boards', novelty pine sld
tended to him by the Baptist Church 1 Guessing games for the mast
any American community. Red ,
sea90ned irBmlng lumber ROOMS to let Apply ar MRS FLORA
D. Thomas,
8 633 79.1 ]
and will occupy the pulpit beginning 1
Cross chapters ln hundreds of coun and boards. JAMES Y MESERVE V COLLINS. 15 Grove St.
Frank Blood will be the reader.
131-tf
Ayers,
10 786 78 5
ties have organized disaster pre O B.. Jefferson; Tel. North Whitefield FOUR room apartment to let, all
Dec. 4.
Alden Terry and Jack Stearns, {
15 23.
132*148
78.6
10 786
paredness committees charged wtth
The Monday Club was entertained I and fun as they did last year. Whyte,
N° 1 ^i,rd
HUn“ WT*' “"d ROCKl'-ANDAWAVl Ell COC T?rE634 *Dd
students at Tuft's College are guests
10 779 77 9
responsibility to map relief plans In fitted wood delivered aniywhere in,
OJ,:1O ,,
this week at tlie home of Mrs. Cora These will be run by Percy Keller, A. Talbot,
of Lucy Dickens at the home of , l— By frentes Lee Berton—
Rockland.
Rockport
or
Camden. $8 for |
;___ . . . _ _
oe-tl
advance
of
need,
and
to
organize
re

Cookson,
466 77.4
6
George
Thomas
and
Joe
Sylvester.
ft
Orne. prizes being won by Mrs. Ma- [
ft
sources ot communities to nrpvsnt Junk wood, $9 for fitted. $7 for fireher parents. Dr and Mrs. W. L. I
sources oi communities to prevent place wood. ajso No , potatoes, 80c bu.
ITH
the
departure
of
summer
772
Hansen,
77.2
10
I
rian Williams and Miss Eliza | Pool can be enjoyed by its many
Dickens.
duplication
of
effort
and
waste
of
i
subject
to change Marcellus tay*
sunshine
and
the
arrival
of
Ladies’ Afternoon League
I
WANTED
addicts in the Masonic Club rooms
Whitney.
materlals when calls for help are LOR. Tel. Union 11-13.
131-136
Percy Keller. Ralph Johnson,
cold weather, mothers naturally will
I
W.
L.
P.C. A.P
SMALL restaurant and beer parlor ft *
z Plan to serve received.
Mrs. Arthur Johnson has re that have been so generously
ft
Allie Dougherty, Allen Payson and
for sale at 585 MAIN ST.. Rockland.
Lynx.
9 6 .wo 841
A' more substantial
MAN wanted for 800 family RawThese plans are proving especial
131*136
turned to Buckfield. having spent turned over for the evening by
Mrs. Myrtle Sherman attended a
letgh
route
Permanent
If
you're
a
/.xS)
food.
Here
is
a
Panthers,
9 6 .600 811
ly advantageous in localities subject
DRY hard wood per foot, fitted. $1.25. hu tier
several days with her mother, Mrs. members of that Club.
Write RAWLEIOH'S. Dept.
meeting of the Maine Municipal
r I\' dessert for a to frequent floods, tornadoes, or hur Sawed.
$1 15. long. $1.05. M B. Sc C. O. MEK-74-123. Albany. N Y
Bobcats.
7
8
.467
823
135*lt
Albert Robinson.
nippy day which
Officer Association at Augusta this
PERRY. Tel. 487.
128-tf
MIDDLE aged woman desires house
Catamounts,
5 10 .333 811 i week.
not only supplies ricanes, aud actual tests of such
1930 OLDSMOBILE coupe with rum keeper* position lor adult family;
planning
have
demonstrated
the
ne

Important
food
Individual
single
and
total.
Mayble
seat.
Inquire
at
12
WARREN
ST. country preferred
have installation Friday night. Dis-! and with !avish hands wlu furnish
References If re
Dr. W. L. Dickens, Thomas Mc
126-tf quired.
values, but Is cessity for such measures.
Address HOUSEKEEPER, 20
nard 96; and Mayhew 168
135*137
Kay. D. J. Dickens and Douglass
also supremely
"The administration of such relief
HARD coal for sale. al9O lumpy Po- Lawn Ave . Rockland. Me.
Team single and total. Lynx 461; Libby are on a hunting trip at
fitted hard
good to eat.
. „ drv -oi...
UNFURNISHED heated room wantfor disaster victims Is made possible cahontua softJ coal:
Luther A. Barlow of Boothbay Har the thirst of the many hundreds of
and Junk wood. J. B. PAULSEN. Thom- i ed near bath; near Main St.. M w R
and Lyn 893
Coconut Molasses Cake
by annual memberships ot millions as ton. Tel 92
Haynesville.
bor will be the installing officer. revelers.
131-tf | K D No. 1. Box 62B. Thomaston"
Individual
Averages
The
Comique
Theatre
because
of
of
Americans
in
all
walks
of
life."
2%
cups
sifted
cake
flour;
2^
_________________________________ 134*136
Refreshments will be served after
The Lions Club met at Wads
1
1
POai'l ION wanted as practical nurse
Strings Pins Ave. worth Inn Tuesday night. A busi teaspoons double - acting baking Mr. Davis pointed out "The extent — ~ ’ 1
its never failing interest in the
the work.
housekeeper. TEL 722-2. 133-135
powder; H teaspoon salt; % tea of Red Cross aid to such sufferers IN THE DISTRICT COURT 06- THE and
______________________________________
Redman,
8 658 82.2 ness meeting followed the dinner.
UNITED STATES FOR THE DIS
Enoch Clark attended the annual
spoon soda; H teaspoon allspice; Is entirely dependent upon unselfish
CONVALESEANT and Invalids cared
TRICT
OF
MAINE
Lankton,
2 165 82 1
for, at quiet and pleasant home on
meeting of the Maine Town and
The Methodist Ladies Aid met 1 teaspoon cinnamon; % cup butter sharing on the part of all of us."
IN BANKRUPTCY
Samoset road. Tel. 63-W, MRS. DUCK
2 164 82. Wednesday with Mrs. Lizzie Bur or other shortening; '/i cup brown
To -the creditors ol Leo S. Brault cf
City Clerks' Association Wednesday order that all may attend the even Dexter,
Owl s Head, ln the County of Knox and
sugar, firmly packed; 1 egg, un
i O Brien.
ing’s festivities.
3 239 79.2 gess.
in Augusta.
WATCHMAKER—Repairing watches,
State of Maine.
beaten; y3 cup molasses; Vt cup
Andrew
Rikila
’
s
Cockson.
2
If
in
doubt
as
to
what
the
even'
Cockson,
157
78.1
Notice 1s hereby given that on the clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and
William Gilchrest, who has been
The screen attraction at the milk; 154 cup shredded coconut,
fifth day of November. 1938. the said deliver, S. ARTHUR MACOMBER, 23
Cooper.
2 143 76 1 Comique Friday is "Hold That Co- coarsely cut.
New Shoe Repairing Shop Leo 8. Brault was duly adjudicated Amesbury St., Rockland, Tel. 958-J.
ill, is improving, although confined
Sift
flour
once,
measure,
add
Bankrupt, and that the flrsrt meeting
131-U
’
Crabtree,
10
761 76.1 cd" with John Barrymore
to his home.
is at 299 Main St.
of his creditors wlll be held at the ft*—*** ■•••••’*«•
♦ gg
baking powder, salt, soda, and
affair.
It
is
the
biggest
Mayhew,
8
608
76.
Ccurt
House,
ln
Rockland
Maine,
on
Mrs. Dora Lindsey of Rockland spices, and sift together three
Among those from this town who
Over Lamb's, Cleaners
the
twenty-second
day
of
November,
10 735 73 5 spent Wednesday with Mr and Mrs. times. Cream butter thoroughly,
attended the Flower Show Tues event of the year. Good food! Whitehouse,
13Stf
A D. 1968. at nine o'clock ln the fore
add sugar gradually, and cream to
8 587 73.3 Willis Pitcher.
noon. at which time the said creditors
day afternoon in the Rockland Good meat! Good friends! Let's Ayers,
may attend, prove their claims, ap
gether
until
light
and
fluffy.
Add
McGrath,
10 731 73.1
D. J. Cain cf Portland was an egg and beat well; then molasses.
Community Building were Mrs. eat.
point a trustee, examine the Bank
SPECIAL Spiritualist Circle. Oonla
rupt. and transact such business as Cottage. Crescent Beach, Tuesday eveovernight guest Monday of Mr. and Add flour, alternately with milk, a
Richard Elliot. Mrs. Lawrence
may properly come before said meet ning Nov. 15; all welcome.
135*137
Turkey Shoot Sunday Nov. 13 at
I'd rather be right than an Insur- Mrs. Percy Luce.
small amount at a time, beating
ing.
Dunn. Miss Harriet Dunn. Mrs Ar
COINS—Start your own collection of
after
each
addition
until
smooth.
Bankrupt's petition was filed
No
Lothrop's
Farm,
one
mile
above
;
ance
president;
and
I'd
rather
be
The Rotary Club met Tuesday. Fold in coconut. Bake in greased
thur Elliot. Mrs. J. Edward Elliot.
Lincoln or Indian Head cents, 5c pieces,
vember 2. 1938
For a Limited Time Only
dimes, quarters, halves. A good way to
WALTER M. SANBORN.
Vice president, Elmer True presid- pan, 8 x 8 x 2-incbes, in moderate
MTs. J. A. McEvoy, Mrs. Carl Mirror Like Hunting rifles and , healthy than Rockefeller,
A hobby worth while.
Referee ln Bankruptcy. save money.
oven (375* F.) 45 minutes, or until
Beautiful coin boards for each denom
Chaples, Mrs. Percy Demmons, Mrs. shot guns O. K, but no telescopes
Nov. 8. 1938.
ination. 25c. postpaid 30c.
Wlll sell
done.
cr
target
sights.
Sponsored
E.
D.
Charles Singer and Miss Margaret
you dates you cannot find Old money
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE bought and sold. Coin book showing
Rifle Club.—adv.
Jordan.
UNITED STATES FOR THE DIS
prices paid for old coins. 15c. WIL
TRICT OF MAINE
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
LIAM H. KENWORTHY. Numismatist.
IN BANKRUPTCY
44 Main St.. Waterville, Me.
134tl
Ralph Hoffses (Fern Benner) Nov.
To the creditors of B. Frank Watts
GEORGE JONES, medium. Readlnrs
of Union, ln the County of Knox and
8, and has been named Robert
Dally.
50c
at
17
Lindsey
St.
Tel.
973-M
State of Maine.
134*136
A clean smooth sheet, for busi
Clark.
Notice Is hereby given that on the
29th day of October. 1938, the said B.
AFTER this date I will pay no bills
ness
—
for
school
—
for
typewriter.
Our Advertising
Mrs. Frank Linekin was hostess
Frank Watts was duly adjudicated contracted by Rosmond E Sullivan.
yesterday to the Circle of Good Will I
Bankrupt, and that the first meeting DANIEL SULLIVAN, city, Nov. 4. 1938.
of hls creditors will be held at the
135*137
Columns Are
Grange of South Warren. Twenty- j
Ccurt House, tn Rockland. Maine, on

NEWS OF THE DAY

CAMDEN

FOR SALE

TO LET

Outing Ciub Feast

TESTED RECIPE

W

5 MISCELLANEOUS I

SPECIAL OFFER!

PPORTUNITy

SALES AND SERVICE

)R. P. R. GREENLEAF
Dentist
UN ST,

THOMASTON, ME.
TEL. 20
85&87-Th-lf

the

COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
Prompt, Dependable Service

Merchant’s

JAMIESON’S GARAGE

Show Windows

TEL CAMDEN 2070
MECHANIC STREET,
CAMDEN, ME.
121&123Th-tf

500 Sheets 8^x11
Yellow Second
Sheet

Only 37c

for 500 sheet package
YVe Do Not Break Packages
Mail Orders FiUed—15c Extra

in the

(ANT-ADS

The Courier-Gazette
ROCKLAND, MAINE

the twenty-second day of November.
A D. 1938, at nine o'clock In the fore
noon, at which time the said credi
tors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the Bank
rupt. and transact such business as
may properly come before said meet
ing.
Bankupt’s petition was filed October
25 1938
WALTER M. SANBORN.
Referee ln Bankruptcy.
Nov. 8. 1938,

MEN old at 40! Get Pep New Ostrex
Tonic Table's contain raw oyster lnvlgorators and other stimulants. One
dose starts new pep. Value $1 00. Call
write C. H. MOOR & CO.
131*1398il43*148
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
Samples and knitting directions free.
H A BARTLETr. Harmony. Me 128-139
LADIES- R-liablc hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J.
131-U

13

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 10, 1938

®SOC' ETY

John Chisholm, iJr., has been visit
ing his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Patrick W. Sanfey in Thomaston.

Page Seven

EIGHT BELLS

This And That

Rubinstein Club meets Friday at
8 o'clock at the Universalist vestry.
An Armistice program will be pre
sented and each member may in
Mrs. Margaret Burke and daugh vite two guests.
ter, Mrs. W. F. Logan of Augusta,
have been spending a few days with
Mr. and Mrs. Donald H. Fuller
Mrs. Burke's brother. George Ryan. are In Boston this week.

Mr. and Mrs. James A. Lewis of
Marion. Mass., who came to attend
the Bowcoin-Malne game at Bruns
wick Saturday, were weekend guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Comins,
Crescent street.

Miss Priscilla Robinson has re
turned front a visit at Lsle au Haut.
A Boston newspaper recently
published a fine portrait of the
daughter-in-law of a former Rock
land couple. Beneath it were these
explanatory lines: "Mrs. Charles E.
Littlefield. 2d, the former Miss Shir
ley Reed Northgraves, daughter
of Mrs E. Reed Somes of Boston
and Ogunquit. Me., who became the
bride of Charles E. Littlefield, 2d,
Montclair, N. J. The Rev. Russell
Stafford officiated in the Gordon
Chapel of the new Old South
Church. A reception at the RitzCarlton
followed.
The bride
attended
Westbrook
Seminary,
Portland, Me. Mr. Littlefield, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Little
field, attended Phillips Academy,
Andover, Deerfield Academy and
graduated from Yale with the class
of 1937. He and his bride will live
in Chambersburg, Penn.

Mrs. Nina R White and son
Leighton, with George C. McLaugh
lin, leave Friday for Florida, stop
ping enroute for a week's visit in
Georgia, at the home of Mr. Mc
Laughlin.
Mrs. Cecil Carver has returned
from Winterport where she has
been the guest of her husband.
Capt. C. W. Carver.
•
Mrs. George B. Libby and daugh
ters Marilyn and Patricia, are
guests at the home of Mrs. Nina R.
White. Mr. Libby, who is In Cali
fornia. at the present time, leaves
ior South America in January, re
turning home in April.

Mrs. Fremont Beverage of North
Mrs. Mervyn ap Rice left this
Haven is guest cf ex-Mayor and ! morning for Washington. D. C.,
Mrs. Leforest A. Thurston.
where she will spend the winter with i
her son, Robert and family.
Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon are
Mrs. L. Wilber Messer was here
spending two weeks' vacation at
from Auburn Wednesday gathering
their 'farm in Warren.
a large bouquet of perfect blossoms
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kirth of of golden rod about her cottage.
Waterville were recent guests of Mr. Mrs. Messer is always a welcome
caller In the city where she dispenses
and Mrs A. D. Morey.
many kindly remembrances to nu
Mrs. Frank French and Miss Har merous long-time friends.
riet Gill entertained at luncheon
Among visitors in the “Holiday
contract Tuesday at the former's
cottage at Megunticook Lake. Card Greens Day" of the Camden-Rock
honors went to Mrs. Ray Eaton and land Garden Club were Mr. and
Mrs. Leo Strong, the traveling prizes Mrs. Samuel Gray and Mrs. Lemuel
being won by Mrs. Albert R. Hav Moody of Old Town and Mrs. Harry
ener and Mrs. Strong.
) A. Benson and Mrs. Chaper of Ban
gor. They also took the time to
Miss Mary Nicholson is spending call on relatives and friends in the
a few days in Boston.
city.
Ship* have changed from sail to coal to oil burners, but traditions still
cling to the ageless calling of "going to sea.” From the bridge of the Grace
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. White of Har
Mr. and Mrs. Edward V. Reed of Line's "Santa Lucia" thia A.B. rings the ship's bell for the change of watch.
rington and Miss Florence Frye and Woolwich with Mrs. Reed’s mother.
J. E. Vivian of Bangor were guests Mrs. Hall, came over to enjoy the
Mrs. William H Richards is visit 1 Bock mart. Universalist vestry
of Mrs. F. C. Davis, Rankin street, Alton Blackington lecture—and
ing
relatives at St, George for a Wednesday, Nov- 16. Doors open at
over the weekend.
they did!
2 p. m. Books, cakes, candy, patch
week.
work. gadgets and refreshments on
Mr. and Mrs. W. Seymour Cam
Waterville, Augusta, Damariscotta,
136-136
Wilson Keene, coming from Mas sale.
eron, Gerald McPhee and Mr. and Wiscasset, Belfast, Thomaston, War
Mrs. Gardner French .and Mrs. Ken ren. Camden, Union. South Thom sachusetts Institute of Technology
drick Libby of Camden motored to aston, Bangor and Old Town sent and Miss Elizabeth Davis from
Moosehead Lake Sunday. Mr. Cam representatives to the Flower Show Simmons College will be weekend
eron and Mr. McPhee remaining for Tuesday. Perfect weather gave ex guests of Mr and Mrs. H. O. Gurdy.
a week's hunting in that locality.
cuse for all these towns being well
CAMDEN
Mrs. David L. Haskell, who has
represented.
Write Club Imembers were re
been confined to her home the past
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11
cently entertained at an afternoon
Mrs. David L. Haskell is able to six weeks, is able to be about again.
of contract by Mrs. Nathan F. Cobb be out, after six weeks' confinement
Refreshments were served.
Mrs. Ada Robbins and son Harry
to the house.
Norton, who were guests of Mrs.
The November meeting of Lady
The ABC Club met at the home Robbins' daughter. Mrs. William
Knox Chapter. Daughters of the of Harriet Clark Tuesday for sewing Payson, have returned to their home
with
American Revolution, was held at with refreshments.
ln West Jonesport.
JOHN BARRYMORE
the home of Mrs. Leforest A. Thurs
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Weyton. Old County road. Monday aft
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Clark and fam
ernoon. Guests for the afternoon ■ mouth of Fisherville, Mass., are ily and Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brazier
included the regent and seven of (spending the weekend with Mr. attended the Fuller brush banquet
ficers of Pemaquid Chapter, Lincoin Weymouth's sister, Mrs. Arthur S. at Hotel Eastland in Portland Sat
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
County, and three Rockland girls Littlefield.
urday.
who have been awarded Good Citi
ACTION! THRILLS!
Deputy Sheriff and Mrs. Ernest
Mrs. Harriet Cook and Nathan
zenship Medals while seniors in the
3 MESQUITEERS
Junior High School. Miss Charlotte Gray. Mrs. Clifford Dennison of Patterson of Belfast are guests of’
Staples was the winner in 1936, Miss South Thomaston and Mrs. Fred C. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cuthbertson.
in
Ruth Seabury in 1937. and Miss Jordan have returned from Arkville.
N.
Y„
where
they
visited
Mr.
and
Dorothy Peterson in 1938. The busi
“PALS of the SADDLE”
ness meeting was conducted by the Mrs. Kenneth George.

COMIQUE

“HOLD THAT
CO-ED”

Mrs. Burton E. Alexander has re
turned to Roslindale, Mass., follow regent, Mrs. Joshua Southard. The
Mrs. John Geddes, for many years
ing a visit with Rockland relatives roll call of members showed 19 in a summer resident at Crescent
attendance, many responding with a
and friends.
Beach, died at her home in Flush
Thanksgiving quotation or a Navy
ing. Long Island N. Y.. Tuesday.
A game party was sponsored Tues item. The guest speaker was Miss
Ralph W. Choate went there to at- 1
day night by the American Legion Elizabeth Read of Boothbay Harbor
tend the funeral.
Auxiliary, special awards going to and New York, who is vice regent
Maurice Wilson, Cora Delano, Mel- of the Pemaquid Chapter. Miss
ROADS
zine McCaslin and Mrs. John Zeit Read's subject was "Romances of
I For The Courier-Gazette I
cell. Other winners were Martha Colonial Women." In an entertain There are highways and byways Into I
hearts.
Moore, Myra Watts, Annie Wade, ing and interesting manner she There men's
are avenues and crossways Into
the arts.
Leon Barter, Mary Barter. Ruth touched on the domestic life as well
Many roads are dreary wtth pain and
Locke. Sadie Foster. Dorothy Welch, as the romance of several women
despair
Annie Fish, (Nellie McAuliffe, Effie whose names are familiar to New And beautiful broadways into the air
Walsh. Bessie McCaslin. Florence England people. Among them were There are long lanes a-wlndlng to
ward the sea
Rogers, Alice Walker, Mrs. John Ann Hutchinson. Lady Deborah Paths through woodlands dear to me
of byways steal Into my heart.
Zeitcell, Ethel Campbell, Louise Moody, Anne Pollard who lived to Pictures
With a throb of Thanksgiving for their
Rackliffe. Elizabeth Gregory, Ber the good old age of 106 years; Rhotla
pleasant part
years of maturing through In
nard Butler, Nellie Achorn, Alden Baker, who found an outlet for her In stern
fluence sweet
Ulmer. Bernice Langdon. Maynard artistic nature in the making of On roads toward sunshine that memo
ries keep.
Simmons, Doris Melvin, Albina Taft, leather flowers; Agnes Sirrage, who
Shadowy
lanes through dreamy bow
Agnes Shepherd, Elizabeth Cormier, became Lady Franklin; and Han
ers
With
winding
paths to sparkling pool
nah
Waldo
who
married
Thomas
Bernard Winchenbaugh. Charles
Awak? ln our souls a longing to browse
Libby, Mildred Sprague, Katherine Flucker, and their daughter Lucy, j Neath a whispering pine
arouse
hearts
to
ambition's
Estabrook, Nettie Packard and Pearl the wife of Henry Knox. The speak I And higher
school.
er made these personages appear as
Huntley.
are avenues arched by magni
real people instead of historical fig There ficent
trees
That
fill
minds with wonder
ures
as
we
know
them.
After
the
Turkey Shoot Sunday Nov. 13 at
At their constancy and growth—
Lothrcp's Farm, one mile above program a social hour was enjoyed J Majestic, stately, strong—
cf courage through years
Mirror Lake Hunting rifles and with refreshments served by Mrs. I Examples
agone.
shot guns O. K.. but no telescopes Thurston, Mrs. Adelaide Butman,
Some travel roads on earnest effort
or target sights. Sponsored E. D. Mrs. Mary Cooper and Mrs. Eva
bent.
Some frivol life with weak Intent.
Wisner.
Rifle Club—adv.

Get Your Hands
on Your

VICTROLA
IT MAY
WIN YOU

>25002

Some glory in their chance to multi
ply
Blessings given from powers on high.
This we learn through contempla
tion's eye.

Roads may be leaders ln our lives.
Carty us swiftly through Its sorrows
Destiny met on the highways of strife.
May prove blessings of the tomorrow.
K S. F.
|
| Rockland.

CRUMPY
SAYS

RCA Victor will pay $250.00 for the oldest Victrola made in each year from 1906 through 1925
-inclusive ... that’s a total of $5,000 being given
as part of RCA Victor’s 40th Anniversary Cele
bration. Be sure and enter your old Victrola ...
see us for full details and your official entry blank.

EAT1NCJ

40th ANNIVERSARY
RCA VICTROLA
Model U-125
T wo instruments in one 1
Completely automatic)
Radio gives you Electric
Tuning for 6 stations...
phonographfeatures Au
tomatic Record Changer.
TERMS

$175.00
40.00

Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:
Crime of all kind is on the in
crease. One has only to read the
daily papers or listen to the radio
to substantiate this fact. Young
men from 18 to 30 seem to be the
ones who are doing these thing
They cannot get jobs and are walk
ing the streets with not a nickel
in their pockets.
They see the show windows loaded
with diamonds, cut glass and other
valuables and the temptation is
great. They watch pay roll carriers,
also the banks, and snatch pocket
books or anything to get a dollar.
If these same persons had jabs
they would not have time to think
about these things. Tire only rem
edy, as I see it. is to pension the
people who have reached 60 (and
who are not now receiving an ade
quate pension) and give a man and
wife $100 a month. If one of them
dies, the survivor to receive $70.
This last applies to all single people
60 or over who have less than
$3,000 in some bank or banks, and
these people to give up all labor for
pay.
This would reduce prosperity and
put millions to work and reduce
the crime wave 90 percent. Each
pensioner would pay back two per
cent of his pension every six months
to the government. Here is a pre
diction: Whichever party puts this
pension over will sweep the country
with votes In the Presidential elec
tion in 1940.
Elmer E. Allen.
Tenant’s Harbor. Nov. 9.

TODAY
"BROADWAY MUSKETEERS”
MARGARET LINDSAY
.MARIE WILSON

PARK

TEL 409

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Erin!- tone's Bad Man and
Judge Hardy's boy . . . together
in a grand screenful of laughter,
tears and heart throbs!

This is cne of the MOVIE QUIZ
S250.000.00 CONTEST PICTURES

NOW PLAYING
“HING OF ALCATRAZ"
with
LLOYD NOLAN,
GAIL PATRICK

Continuous Sat. 2.00 to 10.30

ONE-OF-A-KIND
HIS NAWgjDOES
HOT FNWINCE

Get a $40 trade-in
on your old radio or
phonograph, on pur
chase of this great

Elmer Allen’s Chat

St. George Man Has Ideas
Which Should Make Him
Senatorial Candidate

COAT SALE
All coats from regular stock marked at

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
We carry a large assortment of

FUR COATS
ALL POPULAR FURS
For finer rad to performance
RCA Victor Radio Tubes "

$135.00

Maine Music Co.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

At Very Attractive Prices ,

NISSEN’S
SNOW WHITE BREAD
Get It From Your
INDEPENDENT GROCER

LUCIEN GREEN & SON
SCHOOL STREET,

diton and Jeanette Stahl; music,
Dorothy Lawry.
March—Hostess, Ruth Hoch; as
Junior Women’s Club Has sistants. Elsie Burbank, Mildred
Miss Ellen Daly As the Sweeney and Margaret Matheson;
current events, Elsie Burbank; topic,
Guest Speaker
Ireland and France; papers, Mildred
------I
The Rcckland Junior Women's I Sweeney and Margaret Matheson.
Club met Monday night at the home [ April—Hostess, Barbara Blaisdell;
assistants, Mary Haskell and Vir
of Miss Marguerite deRochemont j
ginia Leach; current events. Ruth
with MLss Julia Littelfield and Mrs. Hoch; topic, Newfoundland; papers.
Madlene Jackson assisting hostesses. Virginia Leach and Barbara BaisThe names of 14 new members were dell.
May—Annual banquet and elec
presented, and following the busi
tion of officers; chairman. Dorinda
ness session Miss Julia Littlefield
Coughlin.
gave an up-to-the-minute talk on
The Rockland Junior Women's
current events.
Club has these officers: President.
The club was fortunate in secur Dorinda Coughlin; vice president,
ing for its guest speaker Msis Ellen Mary Lawry; secretary, Virginia
Leach; corresponding secretary.
C. Daly, who appropriately chose as
Eleancr Tibbetts; secretary-treas
a topic her experiences as a Red urer, Marguerite deRochemont. Pro
Crass nurse in tlie World War. gram committee—Madclene Jackson,
"One of the greatest heights that a Elizabeth Hager and Barbara Blaisnurse can reach is to become a Red dell. Publicity chairman. Jane Hall.
Cross nurse," said Miss Daly, as she Activity chairman, Mary Lawry.
explained the difference between
the civilian Red Cross and the nurs
Annual sale of foods, aprons,
ing service and told of the doings candy, flowers and bulbs in G.A.R.
of that organization. She inter hall. Monday P. M., by Ruth Mavspersed her talk with humor while hew Tent.—adv.
135-136
telling about the preparation and
training of the nurses before going
How Women
over-seas and the trip to France
itself. A very able speaker, she
in Their 40’s
praised the courage of the wounded
men who were brought, sometimes Can Attract Men
350 at a time, to the hospital where
she was stationed behind the lines. Here's good advice for a woman during her
(usually from 38 to 62), who fear*
So much of Interest was included !n change
she'll lose her appeal to men, who worries
her talk that her audience listened about hot flashes, loss of pt»p, dizzy spells,
upset nerves and moody spells.
eagerly to catch each werd.
Just get more fresh air, 8 hrs. sleep and if
you need a reliable “WOMAN’S” tonic tak.
Refreshments were enjoyed.
Lydia E. Pink ham’a Vegetable Compound,
The program for the remainder made nptcialhy fur women. It helps Nature
build up physical resistance, thus helps give
of the club year follows:
more vivacity to enjoy life and assist calm
ing jittery nerves and those disturbing symp
December — Hostess. Margaret toms that often accompany change of life r
Pinkham’s is WELL WORTH trying.
Adams; assistants, Mary Lawry and
Evelyn Goodnow; current events,
Evelyn Goodnow; topic, The Holy
Land; papers, Margaret Adams and
Mary Lawry.
January—Hostess. Madlene Jackson; assistants, Dorothy Lawry and
Alma Dow; current events. Alma
Dow; topic, Alaska and Greenland;
papers. Madlene Jackson and Ma'- I
guerite deRochemont.
February—Hostess, Nettie Button;
assistants, Thurlie Additon and
I
Jeanette Stahl; guest meeting; cur
rent events, Mary Haskell; topic,
United States; papers. Thurlie Ad

Many New Members

ROCKLAND, ME.
135&137

By K. S. F.

Such a delightful band of Willing
Workers who have Joined the
Woman’s Auxiliary of the Knox
County General Hospital; Thom
aston has a large quota of very
faithful attendants- The Auxiliary
would welcome Rockport, Camden
and South Thomaston. Warren, too
used to join- The organization
would be glad to see all those
charming and helpful women back.
Also, tea after work is very re
freshing.
The announcement that Miss
Beatrice Terry. English actress and
niece of the late Ellen Terry will
appear in Boston brings to mind
fine pictures and rare and beauti
ful memories of her famous aunt
: to those who admit "That Certain
Age."
• • • •
Now we see it otherwise! Here
we have been burdening ourselves
with eight glasses of water each
■ day for robust health and Dr. Alfred
Stengel, world authority, says that
six glasses is all that one should
take. Otherwise indigestion will
come.
• • • •
Swedes, Norwegians and Scots
are among the world's tallest
peoples.

Has anyone had trouble with
moles In gardens and lawns? One
may not realize that the mole is
■ the most vigorous of all animals of
j the earth. Its every movement is
made with zest. A three-ounce
mole has been known to move a
nine-pound brick. That is equiva
lent to a man of normal weight
moving a three-ton object, so a
book of scienoe tells me.
• • • •
An article from the Kansas City
(Mo ) Public Health Service states
that the people of the United
States have been healthier during
the past six months than at any
other time in history. And the
widespread effort to prevent traffic
accidents has helped much—20%
less than last year; more than half
automobiles accidents were from
drunken driving. “If you drink do
not drive",
• •• *
Hammerfest, Norway, the world’s
most northerly city, is the centre
for the production of Sunshine
vitamins in the form of cod liver
oil., so says the Boston Herald.

Seed Sown Here

Falls In Fertile

Soil, Insuring a
Bountiful Harvest

Now

you

can

have

modern indirect light
ing in your home for
the price of an ordi
nary kitchen fixture!

SILVRAY

• a a a

Doctors say that a certain amount
of wine is good for anybody. It’s
the uncertain amount that causes
trouble.

Lightmaster
(the new indirect lighting fixture)

• a a a

The Brown Memorial Chapel at
Falmouth Foreside has on its peak
a gilded rooster—probably ready
for Judgment Day to crow warning.
• • • •
Ideally the laws are a restraint
with hope deep in the heart of fu
ture improvement. That means
when boys and girls grow up.
• • • •
It was In 1790 that the District of
Columbia was established. This
country is really taking on age.
• • • •
When one feels good In the wak
ing hours of morning, he says life
is Just one good hour after another.
But if one feels bad—oh, with that
dark brown feeling at the call of
the morning bee—he says civiliza
tion is not what it’s cracked up
to be.
• •••
A little boy travelling by train
out of Rockland had been given a
bag of candy which he held tightly
in his little hand for some time.
Later, turning to his companion on
the seat, he said, "Well, now I
think I will take a bite of my
whiskey."
• • • •
You may all know that the popu
lation of this State is 99.7 white.
Summers one doubts this a little
at the beaches.
• • • •
Why is it so hard to believe any
thing but the incredible?
• • • •
Montpelier is put to bed for the
winter months in all the white
nighties that were provided to pro{ tect those treasures from dust. It's
really worth the price of admission
| to see how well the work has been
I done.
• * • •
Nature has provided lavish deco
ration for the homes ln winter time,
j if one but takes the trouble to gath
er them. Mialne is especially for
tunate in this.
• » « •
To preserve leaves ln all their
beauty In the fall, cut them, put
stems in a solution of one cup salt
to two quarts of water. Let stand
24 hours, then make a solution
of two-thirds cup water to
one-third cup glycerine and let the
steins stand in this for one week.
They keep perfectly.

10-inch size

12-inch size

$2*15
Complete with
100 watt bulb

Complete with
150 ivatt bulb

Especially designed for use with the silvered
bowl Mazda lamp, which has indirect lighting
built right into the bulb itself. The most practi
cal thing you can imagine for kitchen and bath
room ... play room, laundry, basement. Simply
screw the Lightmaster into any open socket!

• No glare
• No shadow
• Fine, soft, even
light
• No wiring
necessary

• Modern design in
durable (non-tar
nishable) chromium
plate and ivory
enamel

HOUSE SHERMAN, INC.
442 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.

AYERS
It’s been wonderful weather these days, but hardly rool
enough to require heavy clothing, but we know it will be only a
few days before everyone will have to have seme thing warmer.
Well, we have it when you want it!
MEN'S ZIPPER JACKETS
MEN’S MACKINAWS
MEN'S HUNTING JACKETS
MEN'S PANTS ..... u...............
MEN’S FLANNEL SHIRTS
MEN'S HEAVY SWEATERS
MEN’S HEAVY PANTS
MEN'S LACED PANTS
BOYS' ZIPPER COATS
BOYS' MACKINAWS
BOYS’ PLAID SHIRTS
BOYS’ HEAVY SWEATERS
BOYS' FANCY SWEATERS
BOYS' LACED PANTS .......
BOYS' KNICKERS ................

$3.75, $6 75
$8.50. $9.59
. $7.50, $9.00. $1S.O3
....................... $5.00
$100. $150. $1 75
$1.98. $3.00, $5.00
............ $2.75, $4 50
$1.98. $4.59
$2.75. $3.50, $4 53
$5 03
.............
$1 03
$1.98, $3.00
$1.98, $2 98
52.50, $3 03
$1.50, $1 98

Still headquarters for CARTER'S OVERALLS and WORK
CLOTHES ol all kinds

“Binds Them To Pay”

With Extension agents

Chairman Southard Warns
Against Signing “Certain
Electric Contracts"
Maine users of electric current
were warned Monday by Chairman
Southard of the Public Utilities
Commission against signing "Cer
tain contracts" he said sought to
"bind them to pay" a group of per
sons outside the State one-half of
savings that might accrue from
electricity costs the next five years.
Southard said the group "gives
Maine residents to understand it
would bring about reductions in
electric costs."
"The commission and the utili
ties." Southard said, "are continu
ally working on reduction in all
types of rates, and it would seem
to be very unwise for customers to
agree to give some concern onehalf of the reduction that will be
come effective in the next five
years."
He said so far “this concern has
never appeared before the commis
sion for any reason whatsoever."
"Legally, the concern has no
standing before the commission."
he said, "as it is not a customer of
any utility.
"The commission has no authority
to prevent a person from signing
such a contract but does feel it
should warn people to look out for
their own rights before they
sign up.
“If contracts with Maine custom
ers had been signed before July 1.
1935. the people of Maine would
have parted with $432,300 for no
good reason at all."
He said from July 1, 1935 to July
1 this year "reductions in electric
rates in the amount of $864,600 had
accrued to 190.670 customers out of
a total number of 199.140."
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KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU

“Let’s Get An Early

Start To Freese’s
On Bangor Days”

dent Herbert Hawes. Union; County I Cline. Mrs. Flora Baum and Mrs.
Agent Wentworth, and Supervisor ■ Bernice Sleeper will serve the
Norris Hamlin, for the annual dinner.
meeting of the Dairy Herd Improvement Association on Nov. 22. | Christmas Suggestions will be the
Tlie meeting will be held at tne subject of the meeting in BurkettNorth Nobleboro community build ville. Nov. 10, at Mrs. Mattie
ing. Ralph Corbett assistant dairy Light's. It will be conducted by
specialist, and Stacy Miller, agricul Mrs Etta Ireland. Mrs. James
Harold Hardwich of Boothbay
Curtis and Mrs. Nettie Grinnell are
has found that by having part of his | tural economist, will be the speak
on
the dinner committee.
ers. Movies will be shown on
flock hatched in February and the!
Montsweag will hold this meeting,
dairying.
rest in April gives him a steadyNov. 15, at Mrs. Mary Hunnewell’s.
supply of eggs for his market. He
Meeting in charge of Mrs. Lillian D.
With The Homes
is now considering a large open air
Fitch. Mrs. Hunnewell. Mrs. Made
Leader
meetings
will
be
held
in
laying shelter for next summer.
the following communities on "Slip line Colby, and Mrs. Anna Soule
Covers. Their Use and Construc are in charge of the dinner.
W. H. Little & Son have entered
tion" this week and next:
"Chair Caning and Basketry" will
their herd in the Dairy Herd Im-1
. .
,
, Camden. Nov. 10. at the Orange be the subject of the meeting in
provement Association and Super,
„ „
... ......
hall. Meeting in charge of Mrs Bristol at the church vestry, Nov.
visor Hamlin will test this month
Nellie Greenlaw and Mrs. Emelyn 110. Mrs. Mary Weeks will conduct
There are now five herds in Knox
Bridges. Mrs. Dorothy Knight and this meeting. Mrs. Florence Pren
County testing; Ben Nichols. Hope;
Mrs. Sally Lord are on the dinner tice and Mrs Flora Nason will
Harold Nash & Sons, Camden;
committee.
, serve on the dinner committee.
Herbert Hawes. Union; Johnson
Rockport. Nov. 10, at Mrs. Minet-, Owls Head wj„ hold a meetlng Pn
and Mink. Appleton: and the Little
ta Paul's. Meeting in charge of ..poIding without Wrinkles" at the
Herd.
Mrs. John Gardner. Rockland, and communlty llbrary Nov l6
Mrs
• • • •
Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory. Mrs Mar- Albm MacPhai, wU, conduct the
Ben Nichols of Hope bought some
garet Maxey. Mrs. Emily Hall, and meeting
Mlss kabel Bain and
cows and a proven bull at the
Mrs. Edith Overlock are on the din Mrs. Gerald Margeson will serve
Ooodnow Auction held last month.
ner committee.
the square meal for health.
He is also planning to build a larger
Tenant’s Harbor. Nov. 10. at Mrs.
• * • ♦
barn on his place.
Ormand Hopkins'.
Meeting in
Simonton
will
hold a meeting.
• • • •
charge of Mrs. Gertrude Hupper. Nov. 15. at the Community hall and
Good production from both his Mrs. Hopkins and Miss Rhoda Hart
( bring recipes to exchange. Mrs
pullets and old hens is tlie report
will serve the square meal for Qershom Walden and Mrs. David
of Wallace Spear of North Noble
health.
i Wooster are on the dinner comboro. He has 1.000 pullets and 150
East Union. Nov. 16. at the nflttee.
old hens.
Grange hall. Meeting in charge of
. . , .

Agriculture
Allen Jewett of Head Tide found I
last winter that he was able to con-'
trol tlie temperature in his apple’
cellar very satisfactorily. This year
with a small crop, he fears it is
going to be more difficult.
• • • •

“There are lots of things I need, so I'm going to Freese's earlyon Bangor Days. First I'm going to check my coat to be com
fortable for a big shopping tour. I need a new coat, a new dress
and a pair of shoes . . . my husband is getting a new overcoat,
and shirts, ties, socks, etc. . . . “Sonny" needs a warm jacket for
school, daughter needs one or two woolen dresses. Besides I need
a host of things for the house. Also I mustn't forget about Christ
mas gifts. I know I ran save one-fourth to one-third on all these
things, so I'm making a big day of it at Freese's."

Eastern and Northern Maine’s Greatest
Fall Merchandising Event

BANGOR DAYS
AT FREESE’S
THURSDAY AND SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10 AND 12

Bring The Whole Family
• —Save on All Fall Needs

Mrs. Lura Norwood and Mrs. Olive1 Mrs. Walter Butler, county foods
Arthur Paquett's new floor in his Orassow. Mrs Qra Merrifield and project leader of Boothbay and the
barn at North Edgecomb is near- Mrs Elizabeth Wentworth will home demonstration agent, will
ing completion and will be ready for £erve the noon mfa,
give a radio tf^Jk. Nov. 19. at 12
his chicks this coming spring.
South Thomaston. Nov. 17. at the (noon), over WCSH The subject
HOPE
Grange hall. Meeting in charge of i of their talk will be "School
Plans are being made by Presi- Mrs. Carlyle Brown and Mrs. Olive Lunches.'
The pupils of the Hope Comer
School held a box social at the
Parking Time Limits
Supreme Values Of Our
schoolhouse last Friday night with
aside the idea that many of the
Suspended For Bangor Days
46th Anniversary Sale
a large attendance. Other attrac
larger flowers, particularly those
We
are
repeating
many
of
the
best
values
offered
in
Freese's
You
won't
have to worry about parking overtime on Ban
tions at the social were the sales
with long stems, cannot be cut
of pop com. candy and grabs. Beano
down. Mrs. Benedict said that the
gor streets, time limits have been suspended for this great
46th Anniversary Sale . . . and reinforcing them with scores
was also enjoyed. Richard Hart
delphinium is the only one that can
event. Try the new parking area in the rear of the Bangor
of fresh new values. This event will attract crowds from all
won a cake by guessing the near
not be treated in this manner.
llcusr. Lots of room to park on High strcFl.TMIddle street,
over Eastern and Northern Maine. Join the crowds and be
est to the correct weight
Among the arrangements made
Pickering
Square.
economy-wise.
Joan Morse. Mabel Herrick and
by Mrs. Benedict were; Copper tray
Maralyn Brown were tonsil patients
with branches of beechnut with
at Knox Hospital last week
crushed cones around the base:
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Allen. Miss
The joint meeting of the Rock- Garden Club by Mrs Walter Rich,
I chrysanthemums In copper vase to
Estelle Bartlett and Mrs Katherine land and Camden Garden Clubs Jr.
True attended
Knox Pomona combined with the fall flower show.
Gourds; Albert Thurston. Rock- show color blending arrangement; a
STORE WILL BE CLOSED FRIDAY, ARMISTICE DAY
Grange last Saturday in South
'
land.
1st; Mrs. Millard Long. Cam beautiful design of calla lilies and
held at the Community Building
Warren.
den. 2d Mrs. -Mary Avery, Rock leaves in white square container.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brown. Tuesday afternoon was another big land. 3d.
These are just a few of the beau
Elmer True. Pauline and William success, with attendance from the
Honorable mention. Mrs. Ernest
tiful arrangements made by this
True attended the Bowdoin-Maine two above named places augmented Robbins.
I artist of flowers.
Game Saturday at Bowdoin Col by many from Bangor. Skowhegan,
The sweepstake prize of the flower
[ The exhibition room was held open ranged memorized and projected In Blackingtons visit as a red letter dustry are now being obtained by
legeWaterville. Augusta. Belfast and show was the special fine display of I
William Hardy was at home from Thomaston. From the moment the gourds made by Mrs. E. Stewart J during the evening.
occasion, voted upon motion of Al- the Department. For the past 20
90 minutes
the University of Maine Friday doors opened the exhibition room Orbeton. winning all three ribbons
When Mr. Blackington stepped ber Peterson to form a permanent years no especial effort has been
I
flight and went to Brunswick Sat was thronged with
interested These gourds were named varieties
from the platform he landed in a sea organization.
made to record the catch of scal
urday to attend the Bowdoin-Mair.e spectators.
The concluding feature of Mr
, and covered most of the wanted
of friends and admirers and with
lops, groundfish, clams or other
Game.
Miss itfa "hl. Folsom of Dove
The exhibition room was a thing kinds. The display was made in a I
the applause still ringing gratefully Blackington's visit was the social
(Continued from Page One)
Carroll Dennison has been the of beauty, the exhibits being judged light weight wheel barrow, product! •
gathering at the home of Miss species. Lacking also is definite Foxcroftf- ES.NS TO. was gue
in his ears.
only hunter fortunate enough to by Mrs. A. R. Benedict of Mont of the Maine State Prison.
figures on the number of boats, speaker at , the meeting of tl
not possible because of the newspaThe large audience was assem Gladys Blethen.
shoot a deer in this vicinity.
amount
of equipment and other Castine Women's Club Saturda
clair, N. J., and Mrs. Eugene Tobey
Honorable mention was given to per space which would be required. bled from wide radius, in it being
Charles Brown and Neil Libby of Damariscotta.
data.
Mrs. Ava Lawry. Rockland for fall and because the writer found him- cut of town patrons from Thomas
She was entertained at the home
returned Sunday from a hunting
Greenleaf believes this to be an Principal and Mrs. William D. Ha
Classes and Awards
bloommg roses grown in the Cop- seif in complete darkness when the ton Warren. Union, Camden. Rocktrip to Aurora each bringing back
important duty of his Department Miss Folsom and Mr. HaH we
Wreaths: Lucien Dean 1st, Rock per Kettle garden.
j lecture began, precluding any pos- port. Lincolnville. Belfast. Portland' _ .. ..
'.
_
end
Statistics Relating To Com and plans to establish the system formerly members together of tl
a fine deer.
land; Mrs. Clarence Fish, 2d, Cam
Adjournment was made to the sibility of using a notebook,
end Augusta
Augusta
Clifton Robbins Raymond Libby. den; Miss Clara Rowley, 3d, Cam auditorium where Mrs.^A. R BeneLeaving the disaster behind, but
Aroostook State Normal School F
mercial Fisheries To Be on a long term basis.
Blackington Banquettrd
Frank Payson and Guilford Payson den.
By keeping careful check of fish culty.
diet lectured on arrangements and with the prediction that it might
A happy feature of the early eve
Gathered
Scientifically
ery trends the Department will be
left Tuesday for a hunting trip in
Honorable mention: Mrs. E. Pick making of winter bouquets.
, have been paralleled, Mr. Blacking- ning was the banquet tendered Al
Albert Hill of Warren played i
in a much better position to choose outstanding game "kt end on 0
Blanchard.
ard. Camden: Miss Hope Green
Mrs. Pauline MacWilliams. presi- ton, camera in hand, worked his ton Hall Blackington at the Copper
Maine will have its first cont
the course to take on a variety of
Mrs. Arthur Harwood is gaining halgh, Rockland; Mrs. Winfield dent of the Rockland Garden Club way northward along the North AtKettle, by members of the Class of prehensive system of gathering and propagation and conservation as defense in the six-man footbi
from recent illness.
Richards, Camden; Miss Gladys welcomed guests and Introduced lantic ccast. eventually reaching our
game between E.S.NS. and AS.N
1912, Rockland High School. In , compiling commercial fisheries sta- well as other problems, he believes.
Blethen, Rockland; Miss Hattie Mrs. Ernest Robbins, president of own section of. New England and which he graduated.
at Presque Isle Saturday
i
in the near future
The public is cordially invited to Bird, Rockland.
the Camden Garden Club.
Mrs. showed pictures taken in the viMargaret Rogers '40 and Ma
Present were Alton H. Blacking,
the C.MP. Co. cooking school to
Garlands: Mrs. Ruth Levensaler, MacWilliams said it was a happy cinity of Rockland which were ton. Blanche Calderwood. Addie Shore Fisherlcs Commissioner Ar-j
garet McMillan '40. both of Roc
be run Wed. Nov. 16 .in I.OOJ Rockland, 1st; Mrs. Alice Hansen, occasion to be able to unite again viewed with gasps of delight. Freland, completed their quarter of
Mitchell. Doris Small Pearson,' thur & Greenleaf said today that,
hall, Union. Food cooked given to Camden, 2d; Mrs. J. A, Brown, with the Camden Garden Club in quent local references were made,
year of student teaching Thursdi
Therese Chase. Mr. and Mrs. Francis i he had made arrangements with ;
audience. No admisson. All wel Camden. 3d.
repeating the Fall Show which was Four hundred slides were used by Havener. Elizabeth Carini. Beatrice
Albert Hill '40. of Warren, h
the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries
come. Come Wednesday at 7.15
Thanksgiving centerpieces: Mrs. such a success a year ago.
^jr. Blackington. especially ar- Philbrook. Anna Flynn, Marguerite
been chosen editor-in-chief of t
i whereby this work would be carried
Mrs. Robbins introduced Mrs
o'clock Thanksgiving menus will Nina Pillsbury, Rockland, 1st; Mrs.
1939 school annual, “The Pilo
Gould. Emma Harvie, Harold Spear,
be featured.—adv. 132. 133. 135, 136 Nina Pillsbury, 2d; Arthur Huse, Benedict. Mrs. Benedict who has
on at but a small expense to either
Just a Few Sips and— Mary Bray '40 of Owls Head is t
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Jones. Geneva
endeared herself to garden clubs in
organization.
Camden. 3d
editor and Helen Thompson '40
Like a Flash—Relief I
Huke, Mr and Mrs. Albert 8. Peter
Where there Is so much smoke,
Regular wardens will be assigned Spend a few cents today at any drug Warren Is local editor.
Christmas centerpieces;
Mrs. general in Maine was greeted with
son, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Borgerson.
for a bottle of BUCKLEY’S MIXthere must be someone smoking.
Hugh Montgomery, Camden 1st; a most friendly ovation. She said
to gather most of the figures as a ■tore
Mary Bray 40 of Owls Head a
TURK (triple acting)—by far the largeet Helling *
Mr. and Mrs. George L. St. Clair,
medicine in all of cold Canada.
part of their duty while a federal cough
Mrs. Charles Adams Perry. Camden that in making Christmas arrange
Take a couple doses at bedtime and enjoy Roger Dow ’41 of Wiscasset spoke
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Baum
and
Miss
system of compiling the statistics a good night’s rest. One little sip and chapel on Wednesday morning
2d; Mrs. Jerome Burrows, Rockland, ment or any arrangement, "Make l—By Frantet Lee Barton—
Carrie Fields. F. A. Winslow of
the ordinary cough is “on its way.” Continue
your arrangement to give you hap- ’
will be adopted. With both depart for two or three days and you’ll hear little a part of the observation of Ame
O have suggested an improve
3d.
The
Courier-Gazette
staff,
a
long

that touxh old hang-on cough
ment on quince jelly in grand
ments co-operating Greenleaf be more from
Winter bouquets: Mrs. Elsa Sonn piness.”
nothing seems to help—if not joy can Education Week.
mother's day would have been time friend of Alton Blackington, lieves that excellent results will be that
fully
satisfied
—money back.
Her
advice
to
those
making
their
tag. Rockland, 1st; Miss Charlotte
branded as posi was a special guest.
Carroll
’
s
Store;
in Warren at Co .COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
obtained.
Buffum, Rockland, 2d; Mrs. W. E. own Christmas green was to watch I
tive sacrilege —
The officers of the class are:
WORK WONDERS
out and not use materials that are
Only figures on the lobster In gan Drugs.
and there is no
Drown, Camden 3d.
doubt but that President, L. E. Jones; vice presi
Honorable mention: Miss Gladys protected, naming offhand mast of
the old lady’s dent, Francis Havener; secretary,
Blethen. Mrs. Jonathan Gardner, the ground covers. Balsam, spruce
quince Jelly was Katherine St. Clair.
Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Mrs. Maude Smith, Rockland; Miss and white pine are permissible.
delicious.
But
President Jones introduced Mr.
Flush Out Poisonous Waste
our generation
Again she stressed the impor
Fowler. Camden; Robbins and Rich,
If you have an excess of acid waste in your
prides itself on Blackington in a most happy man
bhns], sour 15 miles of kidney tubes may bs Camden
tance of line and design in arrang
user worked. These tiny filters and tubes ars
improving on ner. and expressed the pride of the
worhing day and night to help Nature rid your
Potted plants: Blooming—African ing flowers. And use commonsense
perfection Itself! class in his achievements. More
si stein of poisonous waste.
She
said:
"You
would
not
put
lilies
.
So
spirit
some inspired
in this
Violet, Mrs. J. Brown, Camden. 1st;
When functional kidney disorder permits
poisonous matter to remain in the blood,
jelly maker with a talent for com than that he produced a pot of
of
the
valley
in
a
bean
pot;'
Blue
Daisy,
Mrs.
Frost,
Rockland,
you won't feel well. This may cause nagging
flavors Introduced the quince baked beans and a specially con
backsche, rheumatic pains, lag pains, loss of psp
Mrs. Benedict also displayed types bining
2d; Jerusalem Cherry, Mrs. Min
to the cranberry — and created a structed pie—two forms of diet for
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
of holders, stating that the so- masterpiece of jelly-making. Try
under the eves, headaches snd dixiinees. If you
nie Luce. Camden, 3d.
which Alton has a particular yea.
hate trouble with frequent or scanty passages
Succulent Plants: Cactus, Mrs. called Daisy Holder is the best on it — and make it by the short boil
with smarting and burning, thsre may ba some
The beans went the way of the
thing wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
the market, particularly for larger method with bottled fruit pectin.
Basil
Stinson,
Rockland.
1st:
Kidneys may need help the same as bowels,
Quince
and
Cranberry
Jelly
other
delicious food which the Cop
so ark vour druggist for Doan's Pills, used
Lawyer's tongue, Mrs. Carl Duff, flowers. A clever idea of using two
.; ...
..
.
)- • ■•••
V ■;
successfully by millions for ovet <0 years.
4% cups (2Vi, lbs.) juice; 7 cups per Kettle folks had prepared, but
strips
of
plumber's
lead
to
hold
They give happy relief and will help the 15 Rockland. 2d; Barrel Cactus, Mrs.
(3 lbs.)' sugar; % bottle fruit the pie was reserved for a color pic
miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous
large stems In place was demon pectin.
Beggs. Rockland, 3d.
waste from vour blood. Get Doan’s Pills.
To prepare juice, remove cores, ture which will serve as one of
Honorable mention — Assorted strated.
The chill that you feel in the air now-means that colder weather is on the
Mrs. Benedict suggested for the blossom and Btem ends from about Alton's prized mementoes of the oc
cactus, Mrs. Beggs. Rockland;
1% pounds fully ripe quinces. Do casion.
way. And, Il’s a warning lhal you’d better place your order for a Winter’s
Coleus. Mrs. Luce. Camden. A blue Thanksgiving table arrangement of not peel. Grind fine; add 1 pound
Mr. Blackington made a feeling
supply of D&H Anthracite today. Just call us and tell us how many tons
ribbon was also awarded to Mrs. vegetables, enlisting only those of fully ripe cranberries and 4% cups
Georgie Dean of Camden for Ten one color in preference, and calling water; bring to a boil, cover, and acknowledgment of the courtesy ex
you need. We’ll give you prompt, clean delivery. Phone ...
15 minutes. Place fruits in tended by his classmates, and said
attention to one she had arranged simmer
Commandments plant.
jelly cloth or bag and squeeze out that of the 600 or more banquets
Christmas Windows: Mrs. Young of vegetables in a color scheme of juice.
Measure sugar and juice into which he had attended he regarded
and Rexford Daniels, Camden. 1st; purple, a most attractive affair.
& C.
Fresh flowers with a real Christ large saucepan and mix. Bring to this one with the keenest pleasure.
Mrs. Thomas Cremmens. Camden.
a boil over hottest Are and at once He presented the Roving Reporter
mas
effect
which
perhaps
are
the
TEL. 487
2d. Mrs. Young and Rexford
add fruit pectin, stirring constant
most favored are red carnations. She ly. Then bring to a full rolling boil with a beautiful cluster of orchids,
Daniels. 3d.
519 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
a
Honorable mention; Mrs. Harold fashioned an exquisite decoration, and boil hard X4 minute. Remove and gave his former teacher, Miss
from
Are,
skim,
pour
quickly.
using the red carnations in a crystal Paraffin hot jelly at. once. Makes Anna Coughlin, a similar testimonial
Jackson. Rockland.
D&H ANTHB&C1TE- THE 5 POINT
The mantel arrangement was a vase.
about II glasses (6 fluid ounces when the hall was reached.
The class of 1912, counting Mr.
each).
As
she
cut
the
long
stems
she
cast
courtesy extended by the Camden

WOMEN’S COATS—DRESSES AND HATS—MEN’S CLOTHING

BOYS’ AND GIRLS’ CLOTHING-HOME FURNISHINGS

THE FALL FLOWER SHOW

Exhibition of Which Rockland and Camden
Workers Were Justly Proud

Hundreds of Christmas Gifts Featured in This Event!

Castine Normal

Home in Triumph

Will Have System

BRONCHIAL
ASTHMA

TESTED RECIPE

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS

T

It s Time to Think
About Coal -k 1
fate D&H Anthracite

Advertising In
THIS
PAPER

Good Investment

M. B.

0. PERRY-

